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Foreword
The Fifth International Conference on Dependability [DEPEND 2012], held between
August 19-24, 2012 in Rome, Italy, provided a forum for detailed exchange of ideas, techniques,
and experiences with the goal of understanding the academia and the industry trends related
to the new challenges in dependability on critical and complex information systems.
Most of critical activities in the areas of communications (telephone, Internet), energy &
fluids (electricity, gas, water), transportation (railways, airlines, road), life related (health,
emergency response, and security), manufacturing (chips, computers, cars) or financial (credit
cards, on-line transactions), or refinery& chemical systems rely on networked communication
and information systems. Moreover, there are other dedicated systems for data mining,
recommenders, sensing, conflict detection, intrusion detection, or maintenance that are
complementary to and interact with the former ones.
With large scale and complex systems, their parts expose different static and dynamic
features that interact with each others; some systems are more stable than others, some are
more scalable, while others exhibit accurate feedback loops, or are more reliable or faulttolerant.
Inter-system dependability and intra-system feature dependability require more
attention from both theoretical and practical aspects, such as a more formal specification of
operational and non-operational requirements, specification of synchronization mechanisms, or
dependency exception handing. Considering system and feature dependability becomes crucial
for data protection and recoverability when implementing mission critical applications and
services.
Static and dynamic dependability, time-oriented, or timeless dependability,
dependability perimeter, dependability models, stability and convergence on dependable
features and systems, and dependability control and self-management are some of the key
topics requiring special treatment. Platforms and tools supporting the dependability
requirements are needed.
As a particular case, design, development, and validation of tools for incident detection
and decision support became crucial for security and dependability in complex systems. It is
challenging how these tools could span different time scales and provide solutions for
survivability that range from immediate reaction to global and smooth reconfiguration through
policy based management for an improved resilience. Enhancement of the self-healing
properties of critical infrastructures by planning, designing and simulating of optimized
architectures tested against several realistic scenarios is also aimed.
To deal with dependability, sound methodologies, platforms, and tools are needed to
allow system adaptability. The balance dependability/adaptability may determine the life scale
of a complex system and settle the right monitoring and control mechanisms. Particular
challenging issues pertaining to context-aware, security, mobility, and ubiquity require
appropriate mechanisms, methodologies, formalisms, platforms, and tools to support
adaptability.

We take here the opportunity to warmly thank all the members of the DEPEND 2012
Technical Program Committee, as well as the numerous reviewers. The creation of such a high
quality conference program would not have been possible without their involvement. We also
kindly thank all the authors who dedicated much of their time and efforts to contribute to
DEPEND 2012. We truly believe that, thanks to all these efforts, the final conference program
consisted of top quality contributions.
Also, this event could not have been a reality without the support of many individuals,
organizations, and sponsors. We are grateful to the members of the DEPEND 2012 organizing
committee for their help in handling the logistics and for their work to make this professional
meeting a success.
We hope that DEPEND 2012 was a successful international forum for the exchange of
ideas and results between academia and industry and for the promotion of progress in the field
of dependability.
We are convinced that the participants found the event useful and communications very
open. We also hope the attendees enjoyed the historic charm Rome, Italy.
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CGFAIL: A New Approach for Simulating Computer Systems Faults
Martin Groessl
Heidelberg Institute for
Theoretical Studies (HITS)
Heidelberg, GERMANY
Email: Martin.Groessl@h-its.org

Abstract—An established method for emulation of faults
in computer systems is fault injection. The application of
such methods, typically, requires an extension of the operation
system by special drivers. Here, a new approach for simulating
a special kind of failure models, so called resource faults,
is presented. The approach is currently directly supported
from LINUX operation system and was tested with different
distributions and architectures (X86/X64). The objective is to
simulate fault models without affecting the normal operation of
the computer system. Additionally, the method enables system
developers to test their software under different resources
conditions.
Keywords-Software Dependability; Failure stimulation

I. I NTRODUCTION
New computer systems composed of multiple processors, an amount of memory and shared resources build
the backbone of modern information infrastructure. Testing
of applications which run on such systems under realistic
conditions is a quiet difficult job. Especially hardening, such
software for fault tolerance [1], requires simulation of faults
during testing. This is achieved by using fault injection
techniques.
Depending on fault level different approaches have to be
applied to stimulate the software under test. Some injection
techniques modify the software under test (SuT) others
necessitate an extension of the operation system by special
customized drivers. A modification of the SuT leads to a
deviating operation behavior, e.g., the timing behavior is
changed. Especially by certified software which has to be
tested under real conditions that should fulfill the operation
specification it’s impossible to use such approaches.
The goal in this paper is to present a technique for fault
tolerance evaluation without modifying the SuT or the operating system. Here, standard drivers and libraries provided
by the operating system are used to simulate faulty behavior.
The structure of this paper is as follows: Section 2 describes
related research in the field of fault injection. Section 3
discusses the CGFAIL approach. An analysis of CGFAIL
is presented in Section 4 which includes the supported fault
classes and implementation details from a prototype. Finally,
Section 7 concludes the paper.
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II. R ELATED W ORK
Fault generation is currently realized depending on the
chosen fault model in simulation or fault injection in hardware / software. An overview of several software-based
approaches is published in [2]. Fault injection on physical
level which covers hardware faults with different constraints
is presented in [3]. An approach for firmware level fault
injection is pointed out in [4]. The point of action is based on
a BIOS extension the Extensible Firmware Interface (EFI).
Embedded in the EFI driver fault injection routines are
located.
Software implemented fault injection (SWIFI) is an established method to emulate several hardware faults by
programmatic changes in computer systems. A restriction
for this technique is that only fault locations accessible by
software are manipulatable. On the other hand SWIFI avoids
permanent damage of hardware or usage of special stimulation hardware devices. A software-oriented fault injection
framework which uses software traps to control the injection
process is FERRARI [5]. Software traps are triggered by
program counter when it points to the desired program
locations or by a timer. When traps are triggered, the trap
handling routines inject faults at the specific fault locations,
like CPU, memory and bus.
FTAPE (Fault Tolerance And Performance Evaluator) [6]
is a software tool that generates synthetic workloads that
produce a high level of CPU, memory, and I/O activity
and injects corresponding faults according to an injection
strategy. Faults are injected based on this workload activity
in order to ensure a high level of fault propagation. Xception
[7] uses the advanced debugging and performance monitoring features existing in most of the modern processors
to inject faults by software. Additionally the activation of
the faults and their impact on the target system behavior
is monitored. Faults injected by Xception can affect any
process running on the target system (including the kernel),
and it is possible to inject faults in applications for which
the source code is not available.
Most SWIFT approaches require an extension of system
software by special drivers. Alternatively, the application
under test has to run in a special trace mode and depth

1
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knowledge of the applications structure is necessary.
The new concept supports simulation of resource faults
based on standard OS drivers and libraries. Additionally, the
behavior of the operation system and simultaneously running
applications is not affected.
III. A PPROACH
A feature of modern LINUX operation systems is integrated support for resource management. An example for
such a mechanism is CGOUPS (Control Groups) [8]. A
direct supported by the kernel is provided see Figure 1. An
advantage of CGROUPS is that support for resource limiting, prioritization, isolation, accounting control of resources
is provided. Resource limitation on group level is motivated
by not exceeding a predefined amount of provided resources.
Such a restriction can be interpreted form a different point
of view as a kind of sandboxing resources for applications.
The isolation of CGROUPS provides a restrictive way to seal
off provided resources for each individual group among each
other and form global available. Additionally, the accounting
which measure consume of resources from certain systems
is a feature which offers an individual control of resources.
An advantage of resource accounting compared to system
measurement tools (top, htop) for the Linux kernel is the
more precise resolution. In general, Linux kernel measurement tools update is one second.
CGROUPS was established in many LINUX distributions
in 2007 and is usable without any kernel modifications.
Neither the installation of special drivers is required. Some
enhancements for additional hardware and resource support
were done in 2010. Henceforward, this enables memory
management and individual I/O device control without installing special drivers or modifying the kernel.

Figure 1.

Overview CGROUPS in Linux kernel

A goal which is achievable by limitation of resources in
combination with load generators is the emulation of real
operational scenarios beyond that due to a dynamic reduction
of provided resources a simulation of special fault models
is feasible. A dynamic modification of CGROUP parameters
during system runtime which is supported by an API-library
(Libcg) enables a resizing of the sandbox. This leads to
coverage of scenarios like a decreasing of parameter values
beyond used amount and enables application developers to
test their software under different environmental conditions
including some borderline cases without modification of the
operating system or the target application itself. The goal is
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Figure 2.

Sandbox regulator (CGROUPS) with load generator

reached by adjusting the amount of available resources as a
resource sandboxing combined with load generation which
run in the sandbox (see Figure 2). In such a way, simulations
of borderline situation are practicable without stressing the
computer system or even driving it into an abnormal state.
A degrading of resources, like available memory, during
runtime leads not only to realistic operational scenarios
furthermore it’s possible to drive an application to limiting
cases. An example for such a behavior is a decreasing
memory consume as brought about by memory leaks. In
respect of mentioned failure scenarios the name CGFAIL
was derived from CGROUPS. Typically abnormal memory
consume drives the whole computer system into swap or
even into crash. The application of resource sandboxes
enables such simulation without affecting operation systems
behavior. Borderline cases like Out-Of-Memory (OOM) are
enforceable.
IV. A NALYSIS
In this section, an overview of up to date supported CGFAIL capabilities is presented. Depending on the controlled
resources a derivation to identify several failure scenarios
which are emulateable is done. Additionally the properties
of SWIFI are set in relation with CGFAIL. CGROUPS
support currently resource management for CPU, memory
and devices. Thus only erroneous states based on this
hardware parts are generateable. Driving these resources to
limiting cases results in emulation of following presented
fault classes:
• Low CPU resource availability
• Low memory availability
• Out of memory
• Unavailable devices
• Dynamic unavailability of distinct devices
An additional usage of load generators in CGROUPS
sandbox in combination with dynamic adjustment of parameters for each individual resource extends the scope.
A graphical illustration of such a composition is shown
in Figure 2. Further fault classes, as listed below, are
introduced:
• CPU over load
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Memory leaks
The review of related work identified most SWIFI approaches focus on processor faults some additional solutions
support memory or I/O driver fault injection. Most of these
techniques require an installation of special drivers others
affect run time behavior of the operation system. Some
methods depend on low-level changes in the operating
system or modify the SuT during run time. Additionally, a
few are based on low-level operating system functions which
necessitate running an application in a special operational
mode like trace-mode. The presented approach is portable to
any LINUX system in more detail most distributions directly
contain the required components. Thus, the architecture
of an underlying computer system does not derogate the
application of this approach.
•

failure scenario was not presented before. The method runs
without affecting operational behavior of the host operating
system and does not necessitate the installation of special
customized drivers. Furthermore, no low-level changes in
the operating system or running an application in a special operational mode like trace-mode are required. The
sandboxing of resources leads to an isolation of consumed
and available resources. This enables testing under realistic
conditions without interrupting normal operational behavior
of the host system.
ACKNOWLEDGMENT
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Design of Dependable Systems: An Overview of Analysis and Verification
Approaches
Jose Ignacio Aizpurua, Eñaut Muxika
Department of Signal Theory and Communications
University of Mondragon
Spain
{jiaizpurua,emuxika}@mondragon.edu

Abstract—Designing a dependable system successfully is a
challenging issue that is an ongoing research subject in the
literature. Different approaches have been adopted in order
to identify, analyse and verify the dependability of a system
design. This process is far from obvious and often hampered
due to the limitations of the classical dependability analysis
techniques and verification approaches. This paper provides
an overview of analysis approaches grouped by limitations.
The principal points for the characterization of the considered
approaches are the capability to handle notions of time,
component-wise failure propagations and the use of architectural languages with the aim to extract analysis models from
design models. Finally, verification approaches are partially
reviewed.
Keywords-Dependability design; Dependability Analysis; Dependability Verification; Model-Based Analysis.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The goal of this paper is to provide a list of sources to
those readers who are not familiar to the field of modelbased design of dependable systems. Our goal is not to exhaustively evaluate the specific features of these approaches,
but to aggregate a comprehensive list of works grouped by
their main characteristics.
In computing systems, dependability is defined as “ability
of a system to deliver a service that can be justifiably trusted”
[1]. Such trustworthiness is based on the assurance of
dependability requirements. These requirements are defined
through dependability attributes: Reliability, Availability,
Maintainability, Safety (RAMS), confidentiality and integrity.
The scope of this overview focuses on RAMS attributes.
Consequently, security aspects (confidentiality and integrity)
are not addressed.
Reliability is the ability of an item to perform a required
function under given conditions for a stated period of time
[2]. Maintainability is the ability to undergo repairs and
modifications to restore to a state in which the system can
perform its required actions. Availability is the readiness
for correct service and safety is the absence of catastrophic
consequences on the user(s) and the environment.
This survey concentrates on three main phases: dependability analysis, system design and verification. Despite
being aware of the relevance of software code for system
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dependability in each of these phases, we will consider software code as a black box component to limit the extension
of this paper (interested readers refer to [3] [4]).
Dependability analysis techniques can be organised by
looking at how different system failures are characterized
with its corresponding underlying formalisms. On one hand,
event-based approaches reflect the system functionality and
failure behaviour through combination of events. This analysis results in either Fault Tree (FT) like [5] or Failure
Mode and Effect Analysis (FMEA) like [6] structures, which
emphasizes the reliability and safety attributes. On the other
hand, state-based approaches map the analysis models into
a state-based formalism (e.g., Stochastic Petri Nets (SPN)).
Those approaches analyse system changes with respect to
time and centre on reliability and availability attributes.
Fault injection and model-checking [7] approaches are
mainly adopted for model-based analysis and verification
of design decisions. Principally, they are aimed at checking
and evaluating dependability requirements using nominal
and failure behaviour models. This overview addresses the
analysis and verification of system properties using these
approaches. There is also another class of verification approaches, which try to ensure the validity of the system by
design [8] (i.e., formal verification).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section II classifies dependability analysis techniques based
on the limitations of classical techniques. Section III studies
how to adopt these approaches when designing a dependable
system. Section IV discusses the characteristics of verification approaches when designing a dependable system.
Section V outlines an abstract hybrid design process based
on the reviewed analysis, design and verification approaches.
Finally, Section VI draws conclusions remarking different
challenges for designing dependable systems. Due to space
limitations, acronyms are used throughout the work. Interested readers can refer to listed references.
II. R EVIEW AND C LASSIFICATION OF D EPENDABILITY
A NALYSIS T ECHNIQUES
Event-based approaches analyse the failure behaviour of
the system by investigating the logic succession of faults.
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They identify an event sequence leading to equipment or
function failure. Differences are mainly based on representation and analysis structures. Two of the most widely used
techniques are: FT Analysis (FTA) [5] and FMEA [6].
Both techniques focus on the identification of events
that jeopardize the objectives of the design. However,
their logical deductive/inductive orientation (from known effects/causes towards unknown causes/effects respectively for
FTA/FMEA) and initial assumptions are different. They are
not orthogonal techniques, indeed they are complementary
and in some cases they overlap. The extended usage of these
approaches for dependability related tasks have lead to the
identification of the main limitations. Subsequently, there
has been a long list of works aimed at overcoming them:
•

•

•

•

L1: FMEA and FTA are static representations of the
system, neither time information nor sequence dependencies are taken into account [9].
L2: Orientation of FTA and FMEA concentrate on
the analysis of failure chain information. Consequently,
their hierarchy reflects failure influences without considering system functional architecture information
[10].
L3: FMEA and FTA depend on the analyst’s skill
to reflect the aspects of interest. Failure modes (FM)
and undesired events must be foreseen, resulting in a
process highly dependent on analyst’s knowledge of the
system [11].
L4: Manageability and legibility of FTA and FMEA
models is hampered when analysing complex systems.
Model size, lack of resources to handle interrelated
failures and repeated events, in conjunction with few
reusability means, are its main impediments [10] [12].

L1 refers to the capability of the technique to handle
temporal notions. This is of paramount importance when
analysing fault tolerant systems. L2 emphasizes the interdisciplinary work between dependability analysis and architectural design. Joining both procedures helps obtaining a design, which meets dependability requirements consistently.
L3 entails a trade-off solution between the time consuming
analysis resulted from understanding the failure behaviour
of the system and the acquired experience. A substantial
body of works have been oriented towards the automatic
generation of analysis models from design models (refer
to groups 3, 5 in Table I) addressing limitations L2 and
L3. These approaches promote the reuse of design models
showing the effects of design changes in the analysis results.
However, note that the correctness of the analysis lies in the
accuracy of the failure annotations. Finally, L4 underlines
the capability of the model to handle the component-wise
nature of embedded systems. This permits obtaining a model
that better adheres to the real problem and avoids confusing
results.
Many authors have developed new alternatives or ex-
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tended existing ones. Three groups are identified in order to
gather the approaches and limitations strategically. Firstly,
L1 is addressed in the subsection dynamic solutions for
static-logic approaches. Secondly, L2 and L4 are covered in
compositional failure analysis approaches. Finally, specifically focusing on L3 and generally addressing the remainder
of limitations model-based transformational approaches are
studied. Note that some approaches cannot be limited to a
specific group, hence they are classified accordingly to its
main contribution.
A. Dynamic Solutions for Static-Logic Approaches
The limitation concerning the lack of time information
has been addressed by several authors to deal with system
dynamics such as redundancy or repair strategies.
Dugan et al. [9] paved the way to cope with configuration
changing analysis using FTs by defining Dynamic Fault Tree
(DFT) methodology. New gates were introduced accounting
for event ordered situations like common cause failures
and redundancy strategies. In [13], temporal notions and
FT models were integrated in order to handle the timed
behaviour of the system. The model reflects how modular FT
models are switched through discrete points in time taking
into account time dependant basic events.
Other alternatives to analyse DFT models are based on
Monte Carlo simulations (MCS) by specifying temporal failure and repair behaviours of components through state-time
diagrams [14]. In [15], an approach based on Simulink [16]
for DFT modelling and reliability analysis is presented. The
technique integrates MCS and FT methodologies resulting
in a intuitive model-based simulating environment.
Following the way of DFTs, an approach emerged based
on Reliability Block Diagrams (RBD) [2]. RBD is focused
on the analysis of the success of the system, instead of the
failure analysis orientation of FTs. Dynamic RBDs (DRBDs)
[17] models failures and repairs of components based on
their dependencies and state machines.
Lopatkin et al. [18] utilise FMEA models for system
formal specifications. The approach defines generic patterns establishing direct correspondence between FMEA and
state-based Event-B [19] formalism. Consideration of error
detection and recovery patterns lead to analysing and verifying whether safety properties are preserved in the presence
of faults. Utilization of these patterns, allows tracing from
static FMEA considerations towards system dynamics.
Progression in the conjoint use of event and state formalisms is reflected with Boolean logic Driven Markov
Processes (BDMP) [20]. BDMP employs static FT as a
structure function of the system and associates Markov
processes to each leaf of the tree. Similarly, State-Event
Fault Tree (SEFT) [21] formalism combines elements from
FT with both Statecharts and Markov chains, increasing the
expressiveness of the model. SEFT deals with functional and
failure behaviour, accounts for repeated states and events and
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allows straightforward transformations of SEFT models into
Deterministic and Stochastic Petri Net (DSPN) models for
state-based analysis.
The compositional and transformational features of the
SEFT approach, provide an adequate abstraction of the system structure and behaviour. As far as our knowledge, there
is no available tool for the evaluation and transformation
of SEFT models. Developing a model-based tool which
extracts DSPN models from SEFT models, would create an
adequate environment for constituting a sound approach for
manageable and consistent dependability analyses.
B. Compositional Failure Propagation Analysis Approaches
The common factors for Compositional Failure Propagation (CFP) approaches are: the characterization of the system
architectures by design components; the annotation of the
failure behaviour of each of them; and the system failure
analysis based on inter-components influences. Conceptually they all are very similar: the main objective of CFP
approaches is to avoid unexpected consequences resulting
from the failure generation, propagation and transformation
of components.
Generally, CFP approaches characterise the system as
component-wise developed FT-like models linked with a
causality chain. System architectural specifications and subsequent dependability analyses of CFP approaches rely on
a hierarchical system model. This model comprises components composed from subcomponents specifying system
structure and/or behaviour. CFP approaches analyse the
system failure behaviour through characterizations of individual components, which lead to achieving a manageable
failure analysis procedure. Failure Propagation and Transformation Notation (FPTN) [22], Hierarchically Performed
Hazard Origin and Propagation Studies (HiP-HOPS) [23]
and Component Fault Tree (CFT) [10] are the principal
CFP approaches. Their main difference is in the failure
annotations of components, which specify incoming, outgoing and internal failures to each component. In order to
annotate the logical combinations of these failures, FPTN
uses logical equations, HiP-HOPS makes annotations using
Interface Focused FMEA (IF-FMEA) tables and CFT associates to each component individual FTs. Subsequently,
the connections between system components determines the
failure flow of the system, linking related failure annotations
of each component.
Concerning the different contributions of CFP approaches,
FPTN first addressed the integration of system-level deductive FTA (from known effects to unknown causes) with
component-level inductive FMEA (from known causes to
unknown effects). HiP-HOPS integrates design and dependability analysis concepts within a hierarchical system
model. However, instead of exclusively linking functional
components with their failure propagations like in FPTN,
first the hierarchical system model is specified and then
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compositional failure annotations are added to each component by means of IF-FMEA annotations. These annotations
describe the failure propagation behaviour of the component
in terms of outgoing failures specified as logical combinations of incoming and internal failures. Subsequently, a
FT synthesis algorithm analyses the propagation of failures
between connected components. Traversing the hierarchical
system model, while parsing systematically the IF-FMEA
annotations of its constituent components, allows the extraction of the system FT and FMEA models. CFT works
in a slightly different way, it aims at linking FTs of the
components with the architecture design. The component
FTs can be combined and reused to systematically obtain
the FT for any failure without having to create and annotate
a FT for each failure.
They all have been extended to cope with occurrences
of temporal events. Temporal extensions for FPTN [24]
and HiP-HOPS [25] have been influenced by the DFT
methodology. Focusing on non-repairable systems, the order
of events is examined in order to identify specific sequence
of events leading to failures. Integration of CFT concepts
with state-based techniques resulted in SEFT formalism,
which is able to handle availability and maintainability
properties of repairable systems.
Transformation of CFP approaches into dependability
analysis formalisms is an ongoing research subject (see Subsection II-C). HiP-HOPS extracts FTA and FMEA models
thanks to its underlying logic and SEFT applies a translation
algorithm to generate DSPN models.
Other interesting extensions include mechanisms to automate and reuse analysis concepts. Failure Propagation and
Transformation Calculus (FPTC) [26] approach introduces
notations to indicate nominal behaviour within FPTN models
and concepts to generalise and manage FPTN equations.
Moreover, an algorithm is implemented handling the general
inability of CFP approaches to cope with cyclic dependencies of feedback structures. In [27], general failure logic
annotation patterns were defined for HiP-HOPS. Similarly,
the CFP approach presented in [28], emphasizes the reuse
of failure propagation properties specified at the port level
of components. These specifications centre on the physical
properties of different types of flows, which allow reusing
failure behaviour patterns for functional architectures.
The evolution of CFP approaches focus on reusability,
automation and transformation properties. Since the annotations of components failure behaviour depend upon designers subjective considerations, reusing failure annotations
leads to reducing the error proneness. Based on the fact
that different dependability analyses have to be performed
when designing a dependable system, definition of a unique
consistent model covering all analyses would benefit these
approaches. This is why recent publications in this field
centre on integrating existing approaches (cf. Subsection
II-C and Section IV).
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C. Model-Based Transformational Approaches
The main aim of the transformational models is to construct dependability analysis models (semi-)automatically.
The process starts from a compositional design description
using computer science modelling techniques. The failure
behaviour is specified either by extending explicitly the
design model or developing a separate model, which is
allocated to the design model. Transformation rules and
algorithms extract dependability analysis models from it.
These approaches lead to adopting a trade-off decision
between dependability design and analysis processes. On
one hand, the automation and reuse of analysis techniques
in a manageable way makes it a worthwhile approach
for design purposes. The impact of design changes on
dependability attributes are straightforwardly analysed. On
the other hand, from purist’s point of view of classical
analysis techniques, the automation process removes the
ability of these techniques to identify and analyse hazards
or malfunctions in a comprehensive and structured way.
Architectural description languages (ADLs) provide an
adequate abstraction to overcome the limitations. Simulink
[16], AADL [29] and UML [30] have been used for both
architectural specification and failure behaviour specification. UML is a widely used modelling language, which has
been extended for dependability analyses following model
driven architecture (MDA) concepts. Namely, profiles [31]
allow extending and customizing modelling mechanisms to
the dependability domain.
Lately, a wide variety of independently developed extensions and profiles have come up for dependability analysis
[32]. However, some generally applicable metamodel is
lacking. In an effort to provide a consistent profile CHESS
ML [33] emerged. Its high-level specifications are transformed into Intermediate Dependability Model (IDM) in
order to facilitate transformations. CHESS ML development
is currently ongoing and seems to provide all necessary
mechanisms to model dependable systems and extract either
event-based (FMECA, FPTC) or state-based (SPN) analysis
models.
CFP approaches have been shifted towards the transformational paradigm. The toolset for FPTC approach [26] relies
on a generic metamodel in order to support transformations
from SysML and AADL models. In [34], a metamodel is
developed so as to extract CFT models from functional
architecture models specified in UML. This process permits
the generation of reusable CFT models consistent with
the design model. In the same line, integration of HiPHOPS model with EAST-ADL2 automotive UML profile
is presented in [35]. Translations from high-level ADLs to
well established CFP analysis techniques, enable an early
dependability analysis and allow undertaking timely design
decisions.
Architecture Analysis and Design Language (AADL) cap-
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tures the system architectural model in terms of components
and their interactions describing functional, mapping and
timing properties among others. The core language can be
extended to meet specific requirements with annex libraries.
Behaviour and error model annexes are provided with the
tool. The error annex links system architecture components
to their failure behaviour specification making possible the
analysis of the dependability attributes of the system. It has
been used for both state-based [36] and event-based [37]
analysis.
AltaRica [38] is a dependability language, which enables
describing the behaviour of systems when faults occur. The
model is composed of several components linked together
representing an automaton of all possible behaviour scenarios, including those cases when reconfigurations occur due
to the occurrence of a failure [39]. It is possible to process
such models by other tools for MC or generation of FTs [40].
Transformations from AADL to AltaRica are presented in
[41], based on MDA concepts so as to perform dependability analyses and avoid inconsistencies while working with
different formalisms.
In [42], a method for RAMS analysis is defined centred
on SysML [43] modelling language from where a FMEA
model is deduced. SysML diagrams define a functional
model connected to a dysfunctional database enabling the
identification of FMs. This database contains the link between system architecture and failure behaviour giving the
key for FMEA extraction. Further, the methodology for
dependability assessment is extended using AltaRica, AADL
and Simulink models. They address reliability and timing
analysis and simulation of the effects of faults respectively.
Definition of a model for the extraction of all necessary
formalisms for dependability analysis is the common goal
for the aforementioned works. Interconnections between different formalisms in order to take advantage of the strengths
of each ADL, allow analysing dependability properties accurately. AltaRica and AADL cover adequately the analysis
of reliability, availability and maintainability attributes. Extraction of the main CFP approaches from ADLs should
help to analyse comprehensively system safety properties.
Moreover, Simulink model simulations allow evaluating the
effects of failure and repair events in the system. Thereby,
integrations between language specific models like in [42]
helps evaluating accurately all dependability aspects of a
system.
D. Classification of Techniques
In order to classify the covered approaches, Table I groups
them taking into account limitations specified in Section II.
Approaches gathered within the group 5 contain all
necessary features in order to analyse dynamic systems
consistently and in a manageable way. Compositional failure
annotation, dynamic behaviour and automatic extraction of
analysis models are the key features addressed by these
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Group

Approach

Limitations

1

[9] [13] [14] [20]

L1

2

[10] [22] [26]

L2, L4

3

[23] [28] [37]

L2, L3, L4

4

[17] [24] [39]

L1, L2, L4

5

[21] [18] [25] [33] [36] [42]

L1, L2, L3, L4

approaches. Utilization of failure annotation patterns promote flexibility and reuse and consequently, reduce the error
proneness. Nevertheless, as noted in [44], characterization of
the failure behaviour of components depends on the component context, which conditions compositional and reuse
properties. Moreover, automatic generation of the analysis
model does not completely alleviate the dependency on the
knowledge of the analyst. However, it lets managing and
specifying the failure behaviour in a clear and consistent
way.
III. D EPENDABLE D ESIGN : T RADE - OFF BETWEEN
DEPENDABILITY AND COST

Generally, dependability design decisions and objectives
are related to trade-off decisions between system dependability attributes and cost. Dependability requirements often
conflict with one another e.g., safety-availability compromise when a faults leads the system to a safe shutdown
in order to prevent it from propagating. The time at which
design decisions are taken, determines the cost that the
design process can incur.
Designing a dependable system within considered requirements requires a process to match and tune combination of
architectural components so as to find an optimal solution
satisfying design constraints. For the sake of analysing
the applicability of the aforementioned analysis techniques,
three demonstrative works are chosen. Their underlying
structure is illustrated in Figure 1.
Dependable design methodologies are proposed by Benard et al. [45] and Clarhaut et al. [46]. The former focuses
on quantification and comparison of RAMS properties of
alternative components. The latter overcomes static-logic
limitations by integrating temporal functions. Their design
methodology is based on the operational model, which aims
at mapping the functional model onto a compatible physical
model (cf. Figure 1).
The functional model is developed in a top-down hierarchical manner tracing from system level functions up to
lower level functions. At the lowest level, physical components are linked with corresponding functions. Dependability
considerations lead to characterizing hardware components
through failure modes (FM) and redundancy structures. The
way in which dependability analysis is performed differ
both approaches. While the former uses MCS to analyse the
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Evolution
Algorithm

V&V

Candidate
Architectures

Abstract Design Process (Adapted from [45])

impact of allocations of functions into physical components;
the latter focuses on identifying component-wise temporal
failure contributions to the system-level undesired event.
In [47], HiP-HOPS approach is extended with recovery
strategies. These capabilities are formally represented using
patterns. They characterize the potential to detect, mitigate
and block affecting component failures identified in the
failure model. Dependability analysis is performed by means
of FTA and FMEA.
Trade-off analysis between dependability and cost determines optimal architectures. In [47], fault tolerant configurations are introduced without violating user constraints and
an evolutionary optimization algorithm is used to converge
through dependability and cost requirements. Similarly [46]
identifies set of optimal candidate architectures by minimizing failure contributions and cost of necessary components
to accomplish system functions.
IV. D EPENDABLE D ESIGN V ERIFICATION : FAULT
I NJECTION A PPROACHES
Fault Injection (FI) techniques focus on evaluating system
behaviour in the presence of faults according to target dependability properties. The outcome of this process may lead
to considering design changes. However, changes adopted
late in the design process are costly. This is why we focus
on FI approaches adopted at the preliminary design phase.
This process is based on the analyst’s knowledge to reason
about the functional and failure behaviour of the system.
As a result, the effectiveness of fault detection, isolation,
recovery and reconfiguration strategies are evaluated. Timely
evaluation of these properties provides a valuable feedback
for design purposes. However, difficulties arise from the
accuracy of the system behaviour, which requires an accurate
knowledge of the system.
Instead of focusing on purely verification oriented FI
approaches, we address integrative verification approaches.
These works result from the integration of design, analysis
and verification tasks. Covered approaches aim at combining
dependability analysis techniques examined within the group
5 (cf. Table I) with FI approaches. They express system
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behaviour using a compositional model, which gathers nominal, failure and recovery behaviours. Integrating approaches
using model transformations, allows using a single design
model for dependability and verification analyses.
The system design model takes into account functional
and failure behaviour of components. Temporal logic languages are used to define system requirements. They describe how the truth values of assertions change over time,
either qualitatively (Computation Tree Logic (CTL), Linear
Time Logic (LTL)) or quantitatively (Continuous Stochastic
Logic (CSL), probabilistic CTL (PCTL)). Model-checking
(MC) engine assesses whether such requirements are met
or not by the design model, using a analysis model. To
do so, it is necessary to transform the design model into
the analysis model. When the analysis model fails to meet
these requirements, its effects are deduced automatically
identifying the paths that violate the conditions (counterexamples (CEs)) [7]. The logical orientation of this analysis
process results in FMEA-like cause-effect analysis.
There are some limitations hampering the analysis and
interpretation of these approaches. Representation structures
of the results, state-explosion problems, technical specification difficulties, qualitative nature of MC analysis and model
inconsistencies are some challenges to be addressed.
The COMPASS project [48] addresses these limitations
based on SLIM (System-Level Integrated Modeling) language [49]. The semantics of SLIM cover the nominal
and error behaviour of AADL. The complete specification
of SLIM consists of a nominal model, a failure model
and a description of the effects of failures in the nominal
model (extended model). Due to its underlying formal semantics, various types of analyses are possible: validation
of functional, failure, and extended models via simulation
and MC; dependability analysis and performance evaluation;
diagnosability analysis; and evaluation of the effectiveness
of fault detection, isolation and recovery strategies.
Similarly, Güdemann and Ortmeier [50] proposed an intermediate (IM) tool-independent model called Safety Analysis
Modelling Language (SAML). SAML describes a finite
state automata, which is used to characterise the extended
system model. This model specifies the nominal behaviour,
failure occurrences, its effects and the physical behaviour
of the surrounding environment. From this single model,
quantitative and qualitative MC analyses are performed. The
former identifies minimal critical sets using CEs to indicate
time-ordered combinations of failures causing the system
hazard. The latter calculates per-demand and per-time failure
probabilities.
TOPCASED project [51] aims at developing critical embedded systems including hardware and software.
TOPCASED integrates ADLs and formal methods. The
approach transforms high-level ADL models (SysML, UML
and AADL) into an IM model specified in Fiacre language
[52]. Fiacre specifies behavioural and timing aspects of high-
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level models making use of timed Petri nets primitives.
Subsequent transformations of the IM model into MC tools
(TINA and CADP), make possible the formal verification
and simulation of the specified requirements. TINA [53]
analyse requirements specified in the state variant of LTL
proposition logic (State/Event LTL (SELTL)) focusing on
timeliness properties. CADP [54] transforms Fiacre models
into LOTOS programs, which are handled by its underlying
tools for validation via MC and simulation.
Albeit these approaches provide a means to extract classical dependability models from high-level models, none of
them focus on integrating existing CFP approaches. There
are some incipient works linking CFP and verification approaches. They are influenced by HiP-HOPS [55] and FPTC
[56]. Both approaches address the integration of qualitative
design models with quantitative analysis via probabilistic
MC. These approaches in particular and CFPs in general,
provide useful resources when characterizing the failure
behaviour of systems. The pros and cons of the covered
works are summarized in the Table II.
The addressed works integrate well known tools and
formalisms. However, integration of analysis and verification
approaches when designing a dependable system is an
ongoing research subject. There is an increasing interest in
reusing and generalizing CFP approaches (e.g., transformation of CFP approaches into metamodels [26] [34] [35] and
integration of CFP and verification approaches [55] [56]).
V. H YBRID D ESIGN P ROCESS
The goal of this section is not to provide a new design
approach. Our aim is to make use of the reviewed analysis,
design and verification approaches so as to outline a consistent and reusable model-based design process. This process
emerges from the structure of the integrative verification
approaches (cf. Section IV).
The separation of dependability analysis and verification
tasks may lead to hampering the system design since results
identified from either task need to be reconsidered during the
design process (cf. Section III). On one hand, dependability
analyses characterized by transformational approaches (cf.
Section II-C), allow tracing from design considerations
towards dependability analysis models. These approaches
evaluate the dynamic system behaviour, as well as the effect
of particular component failure occurrences at system level.
On the other hand, purely verification oriented approaches
mainly focus on the verification of the adequacy of the design model with respect to RAMS requirements. This is why
we centre on covering integrative verification approaches.
When matching and tuning design components so as to
find optimal design solutions satisfying design constraints,
possible inconsistencies may arise due to the independent
considerations of these approaches. This is why we should
focus on outlining a model-based hybrid design process,
which unifies design, analysis and verification tasks. This
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Table II
S UMMARY OF FAULT I NJECTION A PPROACHES

Works

Design
Model

Analysis
Model
(*Auto)

Reqs.
(*Auto)

Results

Specific Features

Future works

[49]

SLIM

NuSMV*,
MRMC*

CTL*,
LTL*,
CSL*

DFT,
FMEA,
Prob. Calc.

Req. patterns; Integrated verification
and dependability and performance
analyses of extended models.

Manual extension of the nominal model;
Redundant FTA-FMEA results;
State-explosion.

[50]

SAML

NuSMV*,
PRISM*,
MRMC*

CTL,
PCTL

Time-Ord.
CE,
Prob. Calc.

Combination of qualitative and
quantitative analyses on the same
model.

Manual extension of the nominal model;
Transf. ADLs (Simulink, Scade) into
SAML; Req. patterns.

[52]

Fiacre

TINA,
CADP

LTL,
SELTL

Timing,
Prob. Calc.

Req. patterns; Integrated design,
analysis and verification approaches.

State Explosion;
Back annotation of results.

[55]

Simulink

PRISM*

CSL

Prob. Calc.

Systematic generation of analysis
models from CFP design models.

No CE; State-explosion;
Dynamic behaviour.

[56]

FPTC

PRISM

CSL

CE

Integration of CFP approach and prob.
model checking.

Fail Prone Manual transformation;
Translate CE to design model.

process relies on initial system requirements, models, transformations and reuse of designer’s considerations and results
extracted from analysis and verification tasks (cf. Figure 2).
Functional Requirements
Functional Patterns

1) Functional Verification
Functional
Data Repository 2) Model Extension
3) Dependability Analysis

T1) Transf. ExtendedDesign2Analysis
T2) Transf. ExtendedDesign2Verification

T3) Transf. Results2ExtendedDesign
4) Dependability Verification T4) Transf. Analysis2Verification

Functional
Model
1

T1

Design
Model

Physical Model

Extend. Design
Model

2
Failure
Model

Redundancy
Structures

T2

Failure
Effects

Dep.
Analyisis
Model
Formal
Verification
Model

3

4

T3

Failure
Patterns

T4

Redundancy Structures
Failure Modes

Non-Functional
Data Repository

Figure 2.

RAMS Reqs. & Faults to Inject
Results: Failure Effects/Sources
Results: Failure Effects/Sources

Hybrid Design Process

This design process starts from initial functional and physical considerations. Functional verification analysis evaluates the adequacy of the allocation of the functional model
into the physical model according to functional requirements. The outcome of this process allows considering the
verified design model (operational model, cf. Figure 1).
Subsequently, this model is extended with the failure model
accounting for failure occurrences of the considered model.
Failure patterns aid in the construction of the failure model
allowing the reuse non-functional considerations. Further,
the effects of the considered failures and recovery strategies
are annotated in the extended design model in order to
counteract failure occurrences and its effects. With the aim
to carry out dependability analysis and formal verification
evaluations of the extended design model, twofold transformations need to be performed. The means to perform these
transformations have been presented in Subsection II-C and
Section IV respectively. Transformations of these models
make the evaluation of the adequacy of the extended design
model respect to RAMS requirements possible. Dependability analysis and verification tasks enable finding further
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failure effects and failure sources (apart from occurrence
probabilities) either by CEs or dependability specific models.
These results need to be transformed in order to reconsider
for design and analysis purposes. For the sake of reusing
and refining the design process, data repositories have been
considered consisting of annotation patterns for requirements and models (both functional and non-functional) and
reusable recovery strategies.
On one hand, the outlined design approach enables benefiting from consistent design considerations. Moreover, data
repositories allow the reuse of designer’s considerations as
well as analysis results. Furthermore, user-friendly means
make the annotation processes more evident. On the other
hand, the automation of the extraction of dependability
models hides information about the failure behaviour. Additionally, the flexibility of the approach depends on the
system context, which would determine the reusability of
functional and non-functional considerations.
VI. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
Designing a dependable system, poses a wide variety of
challenges on all its phases. This paper groups different
approaches in order to identify and classify them.
The listed limitations guided the evolution of the analysis techniques towards Compositional Failure Propagation
(CFP) and transformational approaches. Automatic extraction of analysis models from design models is an ongoing
research field, which leads to achieving consistency between
design and analysis models.
However, this is not the cure-all remedy, which alleviates
analysts from identifying and analysing failure behaviours,
but helps obtaining a manageable analysis compared to
the difficult and laborious traditional process. User friendly
resources, such as design components or failure annotation
libraries, enable the reuse of nominal and failure models.
When designing a new system, special care should be
taken, since reuse properties depend on the system context.
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The reuse of failure annotations in the design process, eases
the architectural iterative refinement process. This makes
possible the analysis of different implementations using the
same component failure models.
For verification purposes, fault injection (FI) approaches
have been studied. Since the adoption of FI approaches is
made late in the traditional design process, we have considered integrative works. Their main objective is to address
consistently dependability analysis, design and verification
tasks at the preliminary design phase. An early integration
of these tasks would add value to the dependable design
process. There are many challenging tasks to address when
constructing an end-to-end dependable design methodology.
Integration of the CFP approaches within this methodology
or validation of the correctness of the faults to be injected
are some of the subjects to be addressed.
Therefore, we hypothesize that instead of developing independent approaches to identify, analyse and verify dependability requirements, future directions will focus on integrating different approaches. This process requires tracing verification results to the initial dependable design model and vice
versa. Consequently, accounting for these considerations,
we have sketched an abstract integrative design process.
The integration of the approaches should allow undertaking timely design decisions by reducing costs and manual
failure-prone annotations. Additionally, it will alleviate the
need to clutter a model with redundant information. In this
field, challenging work remains to do sharing information
between existing approaches so as to take advantage of
complementary strengths of different approaches.
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Abstract—Designing a dependable system by reducing costs
is a challenging issue. Traditional design strategies replicate
resources in order to improve fault-tolerant capabilities of the
system, which leads to increasing the hardware cost. Originated
from over-dimensioning decisions, we outline an approach to
identify and gather inherent compatible resources of the system
to accomplish equivalent functions. Inference of reconfiguration
strategies from the inherent design redundancies of the system
not only decreases the hardware cost, but also maintains, or
even improves the dependability of the system.

availability and generally system dependability without additional hardware cost.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: Section II gives an overview of related research work. Section
III describes the generic functional modelling approach.
Section IV describes an overall reconfiguration process for
designing a dependable system. Finally, Section V addresses
limitations and future objectives of our research.

Keywords-Dependable design, distributed and reconfigurable
systems, shared (quasi) redundancy.

II. BACKGROUND R ESEARCH

I. I NTRODUCTION

This section is divided into two subsections: Subsection
II-A points out inspirations of our research and Subsection
II-B identifies conceptually aligned works.

When designing a dependable system [1], redundancies
improve system safety and availability. However, the aggregation of resources leads to higher costs and more failure
sources. Consequently, reliability decreases. Therefore, a
trade-off analysis between dependability and cost objectives
is necessary to design a dependable system.
In order to perform a function within distributed networked control systems (NCSs), remote devices work in
cooperation. A sensor performs a measurement function and
sends it to a control algorithm through the network. The
control algorithm acts in consequence and sends actuation
commands to the remote actuator. Traditionally, sensors and
actuators accomplish a single function, while processing
units (PUs) handle multiple tasks. However, why not exploit
sensor and actuator strengths to perform as many functions
as they can?
Our design approach focus on NCSs operating under
massively networked scenarios, where a lot of PUs and
sensors are connected to a network for different purposes.
E.g., a train where the resources of each car are replicated
throughout the train cars or a building where room and floor
resources are replicated.
In this paper, we propose a system design approach for the
systematic identification of replaceable functions including
those performed by sensors and actuators. To do so, the
physical location is the key driver. Subsequent steps allow
associating and deducing inherent design redundancies of the
system. This approach allows improving specifically system
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A. Research Inspiration
A straightforward way to add redundancies to a system
design is to explicitly replicate components. The objective
of the added resources is to provide failover capabilities to a
dedicated component failure. These replications are usually
done using passive and active redundancies.
Shared-redundancy [2] and quasi-redundancy [3] concepts emerge from the utilization of components to compensate for a failure, despite not being primarily used with this
objective. Replication of control functions over distributed
processing units (PUs) is done in such a way, that failed
functions are compensated using existing components. These
redundancies are implemented reconfiguring the communication routes of the network and PUs.
Passive and active redundancies replicate the nominal
operation of the failed function and shared- and quasiredundancies make the failed function operate under degraded conditions. Note that shared- and quasi-redundancies
are a form of passive redundancies, i.e., they work only
when the primary resource fails.
In order to simplify the nomenclature, we name homogeneous resources those needed to perform passive/active
redundancies where the nominal operation is replicated and
heterogeneous resources those needed to perform shared/quasi-redundancies where failure of the nominal operation
is compensated (i.e., degraded operation).
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We reuse existing concepts grouping them to consider the
trade-off between the replication of resources and the reuse
of existing ones. Homogeneous resources lead to increasing
the hardware cost. However, the integration and implementation of these resources is not as difficult as with the heterogeneous resources. The identification of replaceable functions
and the adaptation of the existing architecture to benefit
from compatibilities are the main challenges. Therefore, our
aim is to complement existing approaches with a method
to identify heterogeneous resources. This process enables a
systematic characterization of the replaceability properties of
the system, including those involving sensors and actuators.
B. Related Works
There is an increasing interest in automotive, avionics
and space industry for reusing existing hardware and/or
extracting system reconfiguration behaviour.
DySCAS middleware [4] partially addresses our considerations using a context-aware adaptation mechanism,
specified by execution and architecture aware contexts. The
former context uses distributed policies to detect deviations
and react, while the latter embeds meta-information of configuration reasoning (resource dependencies, QoS contracts,
compatibility, composability and dependability) within dynamically reconfigurable components. The approach deals
with task migrations to cope with hardware failures and
network balancing. A global node dynamically maintains for
the entire network the intentions of every node and decides
the possible configurations based on their requirements.
Each node locally performs admission control deciding if a
task is schedulable considering resource limitations (memory, CPU, bandwidth) and optimization of resources. The
middleware consolidates and disseminates the distributed
information.
Adler et al. [5] proposed a component-based modelling
and verification method for adaptive embedded systems. The
approach aims at exploiting implicitly available redundancies to react to system failures. It provides methodological
support for identifying and gathering reasonable system configurations. To do so, each port of the functional component
is attached with a quality attribute (QA), which provides
means to connect compatible components. Based on QAs,
the adaptation behaviour of each component is determined
with the required qualities for activation (preconditions) and
influences on the provided qualities (postconditions). In order to ensure the causality of the reconfiguration sequences,
well-definedness properties are verified by using modelchecking and theorem proving techniques.
Integrated Modular Avionics (IMA) paradigm defines robust partitioning in onboard avionic systems so that one
computing module (Line Replaceable Unit (LRU)) is able
to execute one or more applications of different criticality
levels independently. The standardized generic hardware
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modules forming a network leads to looser coupling between
hardware and software applications.
SCARLETT project [6] aims at designing reconfigurable
IMA architectures in order to mitigate the effect of failures
implementing functional and mitigation functions. Monitoring and fault detection function aims at detecting component failures. Once a permanent failure is detected, the
reconfiguration supervisor manages the modifications of
configurations given the current configuration and failed
module. Verification activities check the correctness of the
system configuration and the loaded data in the LRU. The
centralized supervisor determines a suitable configuration
based on a reconfiguration graph, which contains all possible configurations. Reconfiguration policies and real-time
and resource constraints, define the set of reachable safe
transitions and states. In order to analyse the reconfiguration
behaviour when failures occur, a safety model leads to
finding the combinations of functional failures. Based on
the same concepts, DIANA project [7] aims at distributing
these functionalities. This approach improves availability of
reconfiguration mechanisms at the expenses of relying on a
complex, resource consuming communication protocol.
Based on the potential of the IMA paradigm as a means to
provide fault containment strategies, Montano and McDermid [8] presented an autonomous dynamic reconfiguration
system. Different information required for an effective dynamic reconfiguration (task scheduling, hardware resources,
operating modes, mission objectives, faults and dependability requirements) is gathered based on interactive Constraint
Satisfaction Problem theory. The approach divides hard constraints and soft constraints. While the former is compiled
off-line the latter can be added and retracted dynamically.
Additionally, human interaction is allowed by translating
his requirements into soft constraints and weighting the
reconfiguration constraints so that higher priority decisions
can be controlled.
All these approaches address the integration of reconfigurability and dependability aspects. System reconfiguration
requires being aware of the system health, its operating
modes as well as the behavioural and dependability requirements. These tasks should be implemented in a (autonomous) centralized or distributed supervisor and coordinated by a communication algorithm. However, the systematic identification of compatible resources has received scant
attention. Adler et al. [5] intuitively characterize the quality
attributes of the system components so that inter-component
compatibilities are identified. To the best of our knowledge,
no one is identifying and gathering replaceable resources
based on the physical location of hardware components. This
viewpoint may provide a useful systematic characterization
about the effect of placing components in determined places.
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III. G ENERIC F UNCTIONAL D ESIGN M ODEL
The goal of this section is to formalize design concepts so
as to provide a systematic consideration of system functions,
resources and the relation between them. In order to identify
systematically compatible subfunctions, this model accounts
for the physical location early in the design phase. The
system is characterized in a top-down manner, parting from
a set of high-level (HL) functions (cf. Figure 1).
High-Level Function1

Main Function1

Physical LocationA

Impl.1A
(N)

Impl.1B
(N)

Impl.1A
(D)
Res.1A

Physical LocationB

Subfunction2

Subfunction1

...

...

High-Level Function2

Main Function2

...

Subfunction3

Impl.2A
(N)

Impl.2B
(N)

Impl.3A
(N)

Impl.3B
(N)

Res.2A

Res.2B

Res.3A

Res.3B

Physical LocationC

...
...

Subfunction4
Impl.3B
(FS)

Res.1B

Figure 1.

Generic Functional Design Model

Depending on the system HL functions, these are further
refined into a set of main control functions (MFs). Our
design considerations focus on system refinement from MFs
downwards to limit the scope of the analysis without losing
its generality. The physical location (PL) characterizes the
place in which these MFs are performed. A single MF
may cover different PLs or it may be replicated for each
PL (e.g., Temperature Control). A set of subfunctions (SFs)
define necessary and sufficient means to perform the MFs.
Hence, the characterization of the system MFs is specified
as follows:
MainFunction.PhysicalLocation.Subfunction.Implementation

There may exist different versions of SF implementations
determined by the availability of resources. The resources
provide means to perform a SF using a set of hardware
resources, which may allocate software functions. Based on
the system means to perform the same SF with different resources, we differ nominal, degraded and fail-safe versions.
The nominal (N) version, performs under initial functional
design characteristics. The set of Input (I), Control (C)
and Output (O) SF components necessary to perform the
nominal MF, in conjunction with the necessary resources to
address the system requirements, form the nominal design
configuration.
When the I, C or O subfunction is lost due to the failure
of some resource, the configuration to achieve an acceptable
outcome may have to change. There may be subfunctions,
which provide a degraded (D) but acceptable service, even
in presence of faults. Fail-safe (FS) versions emerge from
the need to cope with the insurmountable loss of resources,
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which result in hazard occurrences. Predetermined solutions
should be defined so as to avoid these situations.
According to this classification, we define the concept of compatible subfunctions. Two SFs are compatible if their SFs match and they are within a compatible PL. This compatibility would determine the acceptable value for the produced outcome. The compatibility
of the PL depends upon the examined SF component.
The PL of each SF specify whether we are dealing with
a zone-level (e.g., Train.car.zone) or specific-level (e.g.,
Train.car.zone.location) SF. For I/O SFs performed within
the zone-level and depending on the I/O type itself, we consider that the difference (if it exists) between the produced
outcomes of compatible subfunctions is acceptable (e.g.,
Temperature Control in adjacent compartments). However,
specific PLs, confine the compatibility within a specific
physical space. Generally, output SFs are gathered within
this group, due to their specific actuation space. C subfunctions, do not have an explicit dependency on the PL. They
are able to perform the C function provided it receives the
corresponding I values of the specific PL.
Emerging from these concepts, we make a comparison
between homogeneous and heterogeneous resources (cf. Table I). To do so, we centre on the nominal MF configuration
(cfg) and those which use homogeneous and heterogeneous
resources. Remember that since heterogeneous resources
focus on reusing distributed compatible resources, the MF
configuration will vary from the nominal design implementation.
Table I
C OMPARISON BETWEEN HETEROGENEOUS / HOMOGENEOUS
RESOURCES AND NOMINAL IMPLEMENTATION

Resources

SF

PL

I

C

O

Homogeneous

=

=

=

=

=

cfg
=

Heterogenous

=

≡

≡,=

≡,=

≡,=

≡

same(=); compatible(≡)

IV. R ECONFIGURATION P ROCESS
The process described throughout this section is based
on the application of the generic functional design model
(cf. Section III) to model, identify and gather compatibilities
and extract customized reconfiguration mechanisms. We rely
on a running example in order to discuss and evaluate the
process.
A. Modelling Functions and Resources
The goal of the modelling process is to identify and gather
compatible functions performed with alternative resources.
The design model, makes these tasks possible, tracing from
system functions towards physically distributed implementations. For instance, consider the temperature control (MF1 )
within a train car (cf. Figure 2).
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Figure 2.

Zone A
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Train Physical Topology

From MF1 , temperature measurement, user’s temperature
reference, temperature control and heating SFs are characterized (cf. Table II).
Table II
C HARACTERIZATION OF T RAIN C AR T EMPERATURE C ONTROL
Main Function

PhysicalLocation

Car1.ZoneA
Temperature
Control
Car1.ZoneB

Subfunction

Implementation

MeasureTemp

SensorA

RefTemp

RefButtonA

TempControlAlgorithm

PID Control

Heating

HeaterA

MeasureTemp

SensorB

RefTemp

RefButtonB

TempControlAlgorithm

PID Control

Heating

HeaterB

If we proceed to model all functions, heterogeneous resources are systematically identified. This process consist of
matching SF and PL tokens, in order to identify compatible
resources.
B. Identification of Possible Redundancies
The layered modelling of functions, resources and physical locations allows identifying inherent redundancies from
multiple system functionalities. The systematic utilization of
the described modelling process permits gathering initially
different, but suitable, functions.
For instance, consider MF1 for both compartments (zone
A, B) of the train car (cf. Table II). Redundancies may
appear at input and control SFs. Input redundancies originate
from the utilization of a single temperature sensor for different zones. Similarly, contiguous compartment temperature
reference values can be used to provide a degraded, but
acceptable, subfunction. Control SFs may be implemented
on any PU depending on its capabilities (e.g., memory,
execution time).
Once heterogeneous resources and possible redundancies
are identified, a strategy to avoid single point of failures
(SPOFs) could be to add homogeneous resources. As an
example, consider the management of heterogeneous resources at the actuator level. Unless actuators are supplied
with explicit redundancies or compatible functions actuate
in a shared physical space, heterogeneous resources become
infeasible. Heating SF is not replaceable due to the lack of
suitable SFs within the same space. In these cases, homo-
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geneous resources should be supplied in order to provide
switch over capabilities.
C. Resource Allocation
When analysing the resource allocation for MF1 , some
architectural assumptions are made for exemplifying how
to customize the approach to a fully distributed system. It
is considered that sensors, user temperature references and
actuators are distributed in such a way, that they need a PU
in order to reach the rest of components using a network
communication protocol.
Additionally, even if for the purposes of this example
communication, fault detection and reconfiguration failures
are not considered, we are expanding the modelling of
functions and resources to include them. The idea we are
developing is to attach fault detection algorithms to each
subfunction so that component and communication failures
can be detected. We also need to attach reconfiguration
algorithms to each main function, which are responsible for
changing the homogeneus/heterogeneus resources using the
aforementioned fault detection outcomes.
Consequently, one sensor, one reference button, three PUs
and a heater connected through a communication network
constitute the nominal configuration for the train car temperature control for each zone (cf. Figure 3). Each PU allocates
different control algorithms so as to assure functionalities
in case of input subfunction failures: Open Loop (OL)
algorithm manages the omission of temperature measurement and a default Set Point (SPA ) enables handling user’s
temperature reference failure. Each SF must be allocated to
the available resources. To do this, the model defined in
Subsection IV-A needs to be completed in order to address
the resource allocation decisions:
MF1 .Car1.ZoneA.MeasureTemp.SensorA
MF1 .Car1.ZoneA.MeasureTemp.SensorB
MF1 .Car1.ZoneA.RefTemp.RefButtonA
MF1 .Car1.ZoneA.RefTemp.RefButtonB
MF1 .Car1.ZoneA.RefTemp.SPA .PUA1,A2,A3
MF1 .Car1.ZoneA.TempControlAlgorithm.PID.PUA1,A2
MF1 .Car1.ZoneA.TempControlAlgorithm.OL.PUA3
MF1 .Car1.ZoneA.Heating.HeaterA

From the previous model, we can observe that there is
only one implementation for the Heating SF and therefore,
we can deduce that it is a SPOF. This method allows an
straightforward identification of SPOFs.
D. Inference Process and Reconfiguration
Once resource allocation decisions have been adopted,
this approach enables the extraction of alternative system
configurations. For instance, for MF1 in the train car, the
system configurations transit from nominal (N) configurations, in which the initial resources are working (W)
correctly, to degraded configurations. These configurations
allow handling for example the failures of sensorA (Da ),
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both sensors (Db ), reference buttonA (Dc ) and both reference
button failures (Dd ). Further degradation occurs when the
communication network fails (De ). These configurations are
illustrated in the Table III. Note that the purpose of this
example is not to provide an exhaustive analysis of all
existing configurations, but rather we want to illustrate a
subset of these configurations, to show the application of
the method without losing its generality.
Table III
C ONFIGURATION E XAMPLES FOR Z ONE A
Compatible Tokens: Implementations

N

Da

Db

Dc

Dd

De

MF1 .Car1.ZoneA.MeasureTemp.SensorA

W

F

F

W

W

F

F

F

F

W

F

F

MF1 .Car1.ZoneA.MeasureTemp.SensorB
MF1 .Car1.ZoneA.RefTemp.RefButtonA

W

W

F

W

W

MF1 .Car1.ZoneA.RefTemp.RefButtonB

F

MF1 .Car1.ZoneA.RefTemp.SPA .PUA2
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resources so that other compatible functions are supplied
with heterogeneous resources (e.g., trains, buildings).
Identification and implementation of the proposed reconfiguration strategies will incur an extra cost. However, for
a given dependability level, this approach would reduce the
overall system hardware cost as heterogeneous resources are
systematically identified. Note that this is only true in the
previously mentioned environments.
We are developing the approach to support fault detection
and reconfiguration. This will complete the method and we
will be able to evaluate the dependability gains and cost
trade-offs of this approach. Kazman et al. [9] propose a
trade-off analysis method, which enable the architectural
dependability-cost evaluation. This method could be integrated with this approach. The final goal is to obtain a
complete method, where a quasi-optimal solution is obtained
in a massively networked scenario.
In the cases where the dependability is critical, greater
architectural details should be considered (e.g., power supplies, communication routes). This would allow evaluating
the needed homogeneus/heterogeneous resources.
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Abstract-Virtualization-related
components
(such
as
Hypervisor, Virtual Network and Virtual Machines (VMs)) in
a virtualized data center infrastructure need effective security
controls. However, the differences in scope of control (among
stakeholders) over this component set between in-house and
cloud-based virtualized infrastructures introduce variations in
security control measures that can be deployed by the
respective stakeholders. In this paper, we analyze those
variations and their efficiency and security impacts. We also
suggest technology enablers that can minimize those impacts
and improve the overall security robustness of the basic
computing units of a virtualized infrastructure, (i.e.,VMs).
Keywords-Virtual Machine; Virtual Network; Hypervisor;
Virtualized Host; Cloud Service Model

I. INTRODUCTION
Server Virtualization, in some instances augmented with
storage virtualization, is becoming the trend for data center
infrastructures in both enterprises and cloud provider
environments. In fact, Virtualized Servers and Virtualized
storage have become the platform for many enterprise
applications such as Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)
[1] because of the following:
(a) Efficiency in the utilization of processor and
memory resources in a virtualized host because of the
ability to run multiple Virtual Machines (VMs) as opposed
to a non-virtualized host where only a single O/S stack can
be run. Similar efficiencies can be achieved in the case of
virtualized storage because of the presence of an abstraction
layer above the physical storage layer, (e.g., disk arrays).
(b) Scalability and Elasticity that are enabled in Virtual
Servers and Virtual Storage by the very nature of
virtualization. An example is the capability to add VMs at
will to a physical host with underutilized capacity and
ability to add disk arrays transparent to the programs that
gather, store, retrieve and process data.

There is general agreement in the security community
that the security control measures used for protecting
servers that run a single O/S stack (referred to as nonvirtualized hosts) alone are not sufficient for protecting
servers that run multiple O/S stacks (referred to as
virtualized hosts). The reason for the agreement is the
presence of a single trusted layer, (i.e., the hypervisor)
below multiple VMs in virtualized hosts and the risk of
compromise to this layer posing the risk of compromising
the integrity of all VMs running in that host [2]. The
detailed differences between virtualized hosts and nonvirtualized hosts are given below:
(a) In a non-virtualized host, the interface to the
hardware is through a regular O/S, whereas in a virtualized
host, the interface to the hardware is through a software
module, called a hypervisor, which contains just the kernel
of an O/S with some necessary additions such as device
drivers, etc.
(b) A virtualized host has resident in it multiple Virtual
Machines (VMs), each with its own stack of O/S and
Applications. All of the VMs share the same physical
resources provided by the virtualized host – such as the
processor, memory and directly attached storage. The
hypervisor mediates access to shared resources by the
various VMs, and provides isolation between the VMs.
(c) To enable VMs to communicate to the physical
network and to provide isolation among them, a Virtual
network is defined within each virtualized host. A Virtual
network can be looked upon as a set of logical
(sub)networks within a shared physical network. A virtual
network can be configured using a combination of
software-defined communication interfaces called virtual
network interfaces (or vNICs) inside a VM as well as
software-based switches, called Virtual Switches,that can
be defined within the hypervisor.
In a virtualized enterprise data center, catering to
internal information technology (IT) processing needs of an
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enterprise (henceforth referred to as in-house virtualized
infrastructure), all the components of a virtualized host are
owned and controlled by the single entity, i.e., the
enterprise. However, in the virtualized data center owned
and operated by cloud service providers (henceforth
referred to as cloud-based virtual infrastructure), while the
virtualized host (the physical machine) and the software
that provides the virtualization, (i.e., the hypervisor) are
owned by the cloud service provider, the VMs in it are
created and operated by the cloud service consumer. Hence,
the internal configuration of VMs in a cloud-based virtual
infrastructure belonging to an Infrastructure as a Service
(IaaS) cloud provider is under the control of the cloud
service consumer although the capabilities to configure a
virtual network linking these VMs will still rest with the
cloud service provider. Thus, we see that there are
differences in the scope of control over the components of a
virtualized infrastructure between in-house and cloud-based
virtualized environments.
The main objective of this paper is to illustrate the
variations in security control measures between the inhouse and cloud-based virtualized infrastructures that these
scope of control differences introduce. A second objective,
or rather a by-product of the illustration process is to show
the impact of these variations (in security control measures)
on the effectiveness and efficiency of the total set of
security controls and how they can be addressed to improve
the overall security robustness of the basic computing units
of a virtualized infrastructure, (i.e., the VMs).
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section
II, we identify the differences in scope of control among
stakeholders over the components of a virtualized
infrastructure by looking at the layers of a cloud service
architectural stack. Section III identifies threat scenarios
relating to virtualization-related components. In that section
we also look at the broad class of security control measures
and identify whether these control measures may be
affected by differences in scope of control between inhouse and cloud-based virtualized infrastructures. Section
IV describes in detail the security control variations for VM
protection at the Virtual Network layer and VM end-point.
Section V provides the summary and conclusions.
II. SCOPE OF CONTROL IN CLOUD-BASED
INFRASTRUCTURES
In the case of in-house virtualized infrastructures, since
all components are owned and operated by a single entity,
i.e., the enterprise, differences in scope of control over the

overall set of components do not arise. Hence we limit the
scope of control analysis only to cloud-based virtualized
infrastructures. In order to do that we digress a bit and look
at the broad picture of cloud service models. The three
widely accepted cloud service models are [3]: Infrastructure
as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) and
Software as a Service (SaaS), all of them consisting of two
major players – the cloud provider and the cloud consumer.
In the case of SaaS, the cloud provider makes available a
software application while PaaS offers a set of development
tools (or an application development environment such as
J2EE [4] or .NET [4]) to develop and possibly host
applications. In these two service offerings, (i.e., SaaS and
PaaS) the underlying data center infrastructure used (or
leased from another provider) by the corresponding
category of cloud service providers need not be based on
virtualized servers. In the case of IaaS, what is made
available to the cloud consumer are computing units in the
form of VMs. Hence, the data center infrastructure in the
case of IaaS cloud service providers should consist of only
virtualized hosts. However, in this paper, we assume that
the data center infrastructure of a cloud service provider
irrespective of the cloud service model (because of
efficiency, scalability and elasticity considerations) is a
virtualized one consisting of virtualized hosts, virtual
network and VMs. Based on this assumption, we can start
taking a look at the various layers in a cloud service
architectural stack. One such architectural stack based on
slight variations from the model given by the Cloud
Security Alliance [5] is given in Figure 1 below. In this
stack, we notice that the facility, networking infrastructure
and the physical host layers are common to all IT
infrastructures - whether virtualized or not- and hence these
layers are not relevant for our scope of control analysis.
Going up one more layer in the stack, we find that it is in
the resource abstraction layer that the main engine
providing the virtualization, (i.e., the hypervisor) and
virtual network are defined. Virtual Machines - the main
computing units of a virtualized infrastructure reside in the
VM layer. Our focus of attention for identifying the
differences in scope of control between in-house and cloudbased environments is limited to these two layers. This is
due to the fact that these are the two layers whose
composition differs between virtualized and non-virtualized
infrastructures. We give below our observations on the
scope of control among stakeholders over components in
cloud-based virtualized infrastructures used in all three
cloud service-models.
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APPLICATION

MIDDLEWARE
VIRTUAL MACHINE
(VM)/GUEST O/S
RESOURCE ABSTRACTION LAYER (HYPERVISOR +
VIRTUAL NETWORK)
HARDWARE (PHYSICAL HOST)

NETWORK
FACILITY

Figure 1. Cloud Service Layers.

(a) In the resource abstraction layer (virtualization layer),
all components - the hypervisor and the virtual network (in
all three cloud service models) - are totally under the
control of only one entity, (i.e., the cloud provider).
(b) In the case of VM layer, the single component it
holds - the VM instance with its embedded Guest Operating
System -is under the control of cloud service provider in
the case of SaaS and PaaS service models but controlled by
the cloud service consumer in the IaaS model (mainly due
to the fact that the SaaS provider does not want to assume
any administrative responsibility for it after a VM instance
is configured and instantiated by an IaaS consumer).
Although not shown in the architecture diagram,
conceptually, one can think of a data layer which contains
the components for the management software and the
physical artifacts for storing the data that applications
generate and use. This layer is entirely under the control of
a single entity, i.e., the cloud provider - in all three cloud
service models and hence is not relevant for our scope of
control analysis. It is worth mentioning that although all
storage-related technologies (both virtual and physical) are
under the control of cloud service providers, the

responsibility for appropriate security control measures for
data protection (through encryption of data in transit and
data at rest - for the portion of data generated and used) still
rests with the cloud consumer [6].
III. THREAT SCENARIOS & SECURITY CONTROL
MEASURES FOR ENTIRE VIRTUALIZED
INFRASTRUCTURES
Our scope of control analysis narrowed our focus to just
two layers that contain all the artifacts relating to
virtualization, i.e., the Resource Abstraction layer and the
VM layer. Hence, our threat analysis is also limited to
scenarios involving the components contained in these
layers. These components are re-listed here for facilitating
further discussion:
(a) Hypervisor and Virtual Network - from the Resource
Abstraction Layer
(b) Virtual Machines (VMs) with their Guest O/S - from
the VM Layer
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Figure 2. A Virtual Network Configuration.

The virtualization environment involving the above
components can be described as follows. The VMs provide
the complete, encapsulated computing stacks built up of
Guest O/S with middleware and applications riding on top
of the chosen O/S. A network linking these VMs , thus
enabling communication among them is called a Virtual
Network. An example of a virtual network configured using
software-defined virtual network interface card (vNIC)
within each VM and software-defined virtual switches
(vSwitch) defined within the hypervisor is shown in Figure
2. A virtual network provides communication not only
among VMs residing on a single virtualized host but also
connectivity with the outside world (the physical network),
if any of the virtual switches is also connected to a physical
network interface card (pNIC) of the virtualized host. In
this virtualization environment, the most common (though
not exhaustive) threat scenarios are identified below:
TS-1: The compromise of the hypervisor (by exploiting
the vulnerabilities in the kernel - which is rare) can
potentially compromise the security of multiple VMs (in
fact potentially all) resident on that virtualized host [7].
TS-2: A single VM that has been compromised can be
used as a launching pad for attacking other VMs (especially
if they share some common resources such as memory or

there exists a communication channel between them due to
the fact that these VMs constitute the different tiers
(webserver, application server , database server etc) of a
multi-tier application) [8].
TS-3: Normally, the effect of all operations performed
within a VM must be restricted to that VM. However,
under some circumstances, a malicious program running in
a VM, by exploiting vulnerabilities in the hypervisor
software, can alter the state of other VMs, the hypervisor
itself or even the hardware. Such a VM is called a rogue
VM and it poses the threat of subverting the isolation
property required to be provided by the hypervisor.
TS-4: Attacks on running guest VMs by a malicious
hypervisor. The impact of this threat is the same as that of
TS-3 but the threat source here is the hypervisor as opposed
to a rogue VM in the case of TS-3.
For each of the threat scenarios, let us see the broad
class of security control measures that are required and
identify whether these control measures may be affected
by differences in scope of control among stakeholders
between
in-house
and
cloud-based
virtualized
infrastructures.
TS-1 has to do with the compromise of the hypervisor.
The usual security control measure adopted is to keep the
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patches from the hypervisor vendor up to date. This is a
hypervisor-based security control measure and since the
hypervisor is always under the control of the single entity
in both in-house and cloud-based virtualization
infrastructure, the potential for variation in security control
measures due to differences of who has control does not
arise.
TS-2, TS-3 & TS-4 have to do with compromise of the
VM. Security control measures can be provided for VMs
through a combination of: (a) Virtual Network-resident
security controls and (b) VM-resident security controls [9].
In the case of in-house and SaaS/PaaS cloud-based
virtualized infrastructures, both the Virtual Network and
the VMs are under the control of a single entity. However,
in the case of IaaS cloud-based virtualized infrastructure,
the VMs to be protected are under the control of IaaS cloud
consumer. This is where there is potential for variations in
control measures for protection of VMs between in-house
and cloud-based virtualized infrastructures. These
variations are analyzed and discussed in the next section.

IV. SECURITY CONTROL VARIATIONS FOR VM
PROTECTION
Security controls for VM protection can be deployed
both at the Virtual Network layer as well as in the VMs
themselves. As we have already seen, both these layers are
accessible to a single entity only in the case of in-house and
SaaS/PaaS
cloud-based
virtualized
infrastructures.
However, only the Virtual Network layer is accessible for
IaaS cloud provider and the VMs are accessible for IaaS
cloud consumer. Hence variations in security controls for
protection of VMs are introduced due to these differences
in scope of control among stakeholders as discussed below:
A. Security Control Variations at the Virtual Network
Layer
In virtualized infrastructures for in-house IT as well as
for providing cloud services (all three service models), the
configuration of a Virtual Network (the network linking
all virtual machines within a single virtualized host) is
entirely under the control of the data center
owner/operator. Leveraging the virtual network, there are
two approaches to providing security for VMs. They are
[10]:
(a) Extending the concept of Virtual LAN (VLANs)
into the virtual network and

(b) Virtual Network Configuration-based solutions for
VM protection
In the VLAN-based approach, the virtual switches
defined in a hypervisor are made to recognize the VLAN
tags and thus the concept of network isolation in the
physical network is extended to the virtual network inside a
virtualized host. As far as Virtual Network Configurationbased solutions go, there are two types: In the first
approach, VMs hosting sensitive resources such as fileshare
VM or hosting sensitive applications such as data
warehousing or payroll processing are connected to isolated
virtual network segments which are not behind any firewall
or Network Address Translation devices. In the second
approach, a special-purpose VM called a Virtual Security
Appliance [11] that contains a hardened Guest O/S and one
or more security applications, is installed and configured to
provide the necessary protection for VMs. The type of
protection depends upon the security application(s) that is
(are) packaged as part of the Virtual Security Appliance.
Examples of popular security applications are Firewall and
Intrusion Prevention [12]. In a firewall solution, the data
center operator can provide protection to VMs by defining
VM-specific rules that can control traffic to and from
virtual machines. There are tools in the market place [11],
which, using a combination of a management server and a
set of security appliances, can control traffic in and out of
an arbitrary set of VMs irrespective of the VLANs to which
they belong. By placing the entire set of virtual machines to
be protected on an internal-only virtual switch of the virtual
network, all traffic is made to flow through the security
appliance and thus the security appliance can act as a Layer
2 bridge that controls all traffic flowing to and from the
protected VMs without reconfiguring them in any way. The
consequence of this is that firewall rules encompassing
layers 2, 3 & 4, (i.e., including IP addresses and specific
TCP or UDP port) can all be defined using this virtual
network-based security appliance. However, in the case of
an IaaS Cloud consumer, who owns and operates a set of
VMs, the virtual network layer is not under his/her control.
Hence a virtual network-based firewall cannot be deployed
in this situation and this class of user can only provide the
necessary traffic control by having a VM-based firewall.
Deploying a VM-based firewall solution imposes a great
deal of performance overhead compared to a virtual
network-based firewall as this security application
competes for the same resources, (i.e., CPU, Memory, etc.)
as functional (business) applications do on each of the
VMs. For example, if there are 10 VMs in a virtualized
host, 10 firewall applications will be competing for its
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resources. On the other hand, providing the same firewall
functionality using a Virtual Security Appliance will
involve running a single instance of a firewall application
instead of ten (in the case of VM-based solution), thus
providing a significant performance improvement while
accomplishing the same security objective of blocking
unwanted/malicious traffic in and out of the VMs that the
cloud service consumer has rented and is operating.
B. Security Control Variations at the VM end-point
The VMs (often called the endpoints) in a virtualized
infrastructure need to have the same protection measures
as a physical server in a non-virtualized environment.
These protection measures include but not limited to [8]:
• Anti Virus/Anti Malware Software
• Intrusion Prevention
In the case of a virtualized infrastructure providing
IaaS cloud service, the VMs are owned and operated by
cloud consumers and hence the security of these VMs rest
with them. Because of the fact that the hypervisor
controlling these VMs is owned and under the control of
the IaaS cloud provider, the only security control measure
available to the cloud consumer is to run individual
instances of above classes of software (anti-virus, etc.) in
each of the VMs rented and operated by them.
In the case of virtualized infrastructures providing inhouse IT needs or providing SaaS or PaaS cloud services,
both the hypervisor and the VMs are owned and operated
by a single entity - data center owner or operator. Using
the published interfaces (called the hypervisor
introspection APIs) provided by the hypervisor vendor,
the data center owner/operator can either develop (or
procure from a third-party), a security application that can
be installed as a security appliance on a special hardened
VM. This security appliance thus runs as a single instance
of security software and this instance would be running
separate from all other instances of Guest O/Ss running in
the various VMs that it would protect. For example, a
security appliance for an antivirus solution can perform
the functions of - memory scanning, monitoring of
processes and investigation of network traffic - for all
VMs and Guest O/Ss running on that virtualized host. The
variations in security control measures that can be
deployed by the stakeholder between the two virtualized
infrastructure environments, (i.e., IaaS cloud Versus
SaaS/PaaS cloud) for VM protection has the following
efficiency and security implications:

(a) Multiple instances of say (an anti-virus solution) in a
single physical (virtualized) host makes of the order of
magnitude huge demands on the processor and memory
cycles of that host as opposed to a single instance of
security software. Related to this is the management issue
of keeping these security solutions in synch in all of the
VMs in a virtualized host.
(b) A rogue process within a Guest O/S can potentially
shut down the anti-virus solution running in that same
Guest O/S. However, the single instance of such a solution
running in a security appliance in a hardened VM that runs
in the same virtualized host is not only able to thwart such
attacks on itself, but is also able to provide protection to all
other VMs running in that virtualized host.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we saw that protection of VMs can be
obtained through efficient and effective means in the case
of in-house and SaaS/PaaS cloud-based virtualized
infrastructures through the following:
• Implementing VLANs in the virtual network
• Creating isolated network segments for VMs
running sensitive applications, and
• Virtual Security Appliances utilizing hypervisor
introspection API
However, the protections provided by the above
measures have to be obtained through a less efficient way
by means of individual VM-based solutions in the case of
IaaS cloud-based virtualized infrastructures. This is due to
the fact that the IaaS cloud consumer who needs to protect
VMs does not have access to components of Resource
Abstraction layer such as the Hypervisor and the Virtual
Network. Analysis of such variations in security control
measures and their relative effectiveness and efficiency
impacts can lead to exploration of ways to minimize those
impacts.
Specifically, to address the effectiveness and efficiency
gap between security controls available for stakeholders in
the in-house and cloud-based infrastructures, we propose
the following:
(a) Provide selective visibility to cloud customers to
VMs rented by them through hypervisor introspection API
(b) Define pre-defined VLAN segments for cloud
customers to place the VMs created/rented by them..
The justification for the above measures to improve the
overall security robustness of VMs can be made based on
the following observations:
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(a) Any security/monitoring solution based on virtual
network can significantly reduce the demand on the CPU
cycles of the virtualized host compared to a host-based (i.e.,
VM-based) solution
(b) The vulnerability of the Guest O/S itself is not a
factor with respect to the integrity of the security solution

as these types of solutions that are based on visibility into
the virtual network are run on dedicated VMs with
hardened Guest O/Ss.
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Abstract—Assessing dependability of complex software systems
through fault injection is an elaborate process, since their fault
tolerance is influenced by the state in which they operate. This
paper focuses on the definition of state-driven workloads in fault
injection experiments, that is, workloads that bring a system in
a given target state to be evaluated. We discuss a framework for
the automated generation of state-driven workloads, and provide
a preliminary evaluation in the context of the Linux 2.6 OS.
Keywords-Fault Injection, Fault Tolerance, Stateful Systems

I. I NTRODUCTION
Fault injection, that is, the deliberate introduction of faults
into a system, is an approach for providing evidences that
a system is tolerant to faults in the environment and in the
system itself. The increasing complexity of software systems
makes fault injection an elaborate process, since these systems
can operate in several different conditions, namely states,
which have influence on their dependability. The importance of
the state for dependability assessment purposes is emphasized
by several studies on dependability assessment of stateful
complex systems, such distributed filesystems [1], DBMSs [2],
and multicast and group membership protocols [3], [4], [5]. In
fact, when complex software systems are evaluated both the
activation and manifestation of faults, as well as the ability
of the system to tolerate them, depend on the system state,
such as the current step of a numerical algorithm or of a
distributed protocol [6], [7], [8]. For instance, this is the case of
Mandelbugs [9], that is, a class of software faults that manifest
themselves depending on the system state and on complex
interactions with the hardware, the OS and other software in
the system. Therefore, fault injection experiments have to be
carefully planned by including the system state [10].
To take into account the state, a fault injection experiment
should adopt an appropriate workload, which is the set of
requests that are being submitted to the system when a fault is
injected. A state-driven workload, i.e., a workload that brings
the system in a given state during the experiment, is important
to assure the significance and the efficiency of experiments, by
avoiding faults that do not actually manifest themselves and
by covering every state in which fault tolerance mechanisms
need to be tested.
The generation of workloads for complex software systems
is an open issue. Past studies proposed the generation of
synthetic randomly-generated workloads (e.g., random CPU
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and I/O operations) according to a given distribution [11], [12],
but this approach does not allow to bring a system into certain
states that can be hard-to-reach, which therefore cannot be
exercised and analyzed. Other fault injection approaches rely
on hand-written workloads developed by testers [13], [14],
[10], [15]. However, complex software systems are difficult to
control since the relationship between the workload and states
is complex and non-deterministic, due to the effect of random
factors such as process scheduling and I/O delays. Therefore, it
is still a difficult and time-consuming task to define a workload
that brings the system in a desired state.
This paper is a first step towards the automated generation of
state-driven workloads in complex software systems, which is
an open research issue. We discuss a general framework for the
purpose, and present a preliminary experiment on a complex
system. The proposed framework is based on a closed-loop
paradigm: a workload generator explores the space of possible
workloads, and a positive feedback is provided to the workload
generator if the system is approaching the target state, until
the system converges to this state. The approach is fully
automated, as it is only based on the feedback it receives from
the controlled system, and does not rely on a priori knowledge
about the relationship between workloads and states. The
feasibility of the approach and its ability to reach a target
state were evaluated in a preliminary case study, in which the
workload generator is adopted to control the state of the Linux
2.6 SMP scheduler.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses
relevant fault injection techniques and tools for stateful software systems. Section III describes the proposed state-driven
workload generation framework, which is further detailed
in Section IV. Section V discusses a case study and some
preliminary results. Section VI concludes the paper.
II. R ELATED WORK
Dependability attributes of stateful systems have been studied in fault injection studies since a long time. For this reason,
theoretical frameworks have been proposed in past works to
make the fault injection process systematic. In [16], [17],
[18], formal testing approaches for fault-tolerant systems are
proposed, based on state models that describe the expected
behavior with respect to normal inputs and faults (e.g., communication or memory faults). The model is used to generate
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and monitor events for testing the actual implementation of
the system, and to assess the coverage of the tests. The role
of the system state was also emphasized by [19], in which
faulty inputs are injected at the interface between drivers and
the OS. It is showed that if faults are injected at different
times during a sequence of interface function calls, then a
higher number of vulnerabilities is discovered than injecting
at the first occurrence of the target function call.
Tools have also been developed to aid testers in fault
injection experiments in stateful systems. FTAPE [11], [12],
a tool for injecting CPU, memory, and I/O faults in faulttolerant computers, provides support for generating synthetic
stressful workloads, based on the observation that a stressful
workload is able to increase the percentage of injected faults
that are activated and that propagate through the system, and
thus are useful to assess the system response to faults. Faults
are injected when the stress level of CPU, memory, or I/O (i.e.,
CPU utilization and memory and I/O throughput) are higher
or lower than a threshold. To control the system state, FTAPE
spawns a set of one or more processes that are CPU-intensive
(by performing arithmetic operations), memory-intensive (by
performing sequential reads and writes to large memory areas),
and I/O-intensive (by repeatedly performing file opens, reads,
writes, and closes), and lets testers to specify the distribution
of CPU, memory, and I/O operations.
The ORCHESTRA tool [13], [20], aimed at testing distributed real-time systems, adopts a script-driven probing
approach, in which messages exchanged by a process are
intercepted and analyzed by a protocol fault injection layer
(PFI) in the OS kernel, which identifies the current state of the
protocol under test and corrupts/delays messages to perform
fault injection. In order to track the protocol and to trigger fault
injection, the PFI layer executes a script program provided
by the tester, which describes the protocol under test using
a state machine specification. In a similar way, the FCI fault
injection framework for grid computing systems [15] provides
a language specifically developed for specifying fault injection
scenarios, which is used by the tester to describe commands to
be sent to processes in the system (e.g., for stopping, halting,
or resuming process execution) and guard conditions that
trigger commands. NFTAPE [14] is a portable fault injection
tool for distributed systems (i.e., it allows to easily customize
fault injection for different systems and fault models), which
introduced the concept of LightWeight Fault Injector, i.e., a
small program running in the target system that is invoked by
a remote controller to inject a fault, and that embeds the logic
needed to implement a fault model for a given target platform.
The Loki tool [10] addressed the important problem of
performing fault injection based on the global state, i.e.,
the condition that triggers fault injection is based on several
nodes of the distributed system. Due to the problem of clock
synchronization at each node and to message delays, a fault
may be injected in a global state that is different than the
desired target state. To mitigate this problem, Loki performs
an off-line analysis of execution traces in order to discard
experiments in which fault injection is likely to have been
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triggered in a wrong state.
A limitation of the tools mentioned above is that the
workload has to be manually tuned in order to bring the system
in a desired state. In the case of FTAPE, the tester selects the
distribution of CPU, memory, and I/O operations generated
by the synthetic workload. In the case of other tools, such as
ORCHESTRA, FCI, NFTAPE, and Loki, the tester specifies
a fault injection scenario by means of state machines, which
are used by the fault injection tool to track the current state
and trigger a fault when a desired state is reached. These
approaches assume that the system is excited by a workload
able to bring the system in the target state. However, devising
such a workload is a tricky task for complex systems, since
the tester has to carefully define the timing and the order of
messages or inputs to be sent to the system. This problem
is further complicated by the inherent non-determinism of
complex systems, which makes difficult to bring the system
in the target state and does not assure a correct execution of
the fault injection experiment. This paper represents a further
step towards solving this research problem.
III. OVERVIEW
Our framework for workload generation is composed by
three subsystems, namely: (i) the System Under Test (SUT),
which is the target of the experimental dependability evaluation, (ii) the Workload Generator (WG), which submits inputs
to the SUT in order to provide a workload and monitors its
behavior, and (iii) a Fault Injector (FI), which is adopted
to inject faults into the SUT. The problem considered in
this paper, namely state-driven workload generation, can be
formulated as follows: given an initial state s0 of the SUT, and
a goal state sg in which an experiment has to be performed,
the WG has to find a sequence of actions that drives the SUT
from s0 to sg . To this purpose, the WG and the SUT are put
in a closed-loop configuration (shown in Fig. 1), in which the
WG sends inputs to the SUT and collects information about its
state. When the SUT is in the target state sg , the WG triggers
the FI, and then the fault injection experiment is performed.

WG	
  

submits
inputs

SUT	
  

collects state
information

when the target
state is reached,
a fault is triggered

FI	
  

a fault is injected
into the SUT

Fig. 1: Overview of the workload generation framework.
The WG evaluates how the SUT is behaving by computing
a feedback function D based on state information. An increase
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of the feedback value means that the action at has driven the
SUT to a state “close” to the goal state; otherwise, the function
decreases. Actions to be performed by the WG may consist
in messages or commands sent to the SUT, or in variations
in the rate or type of inputs generated by the WG. The WG
aims to find a sequence of actions s =< a1 . . . at >∈ S that
brings the SUT as close as possible to the goal state, i.e., after
performing the actions in s, D reaches a peak value at time t:
s = arg maxŝ∈S D(t) .

(1)

An example of stateful system in which such a framework
could be deployed is represented by a File System, since
several past studies on fault injection and robustness testing
have investigated dependability of File Systems with respect
to faulty disks or applications [1], [21], [22]. In this kind
of system, the state could include aspects related to I/O
transactions, such as the amount of cached data that still has
to be flushed to disk and the available disk bandwidth. A
dependability analysis of a File System could aim to assess the
probability of persistent data corruption due to faults, which
in turn depends on the state of the system (e.g., the amount of
cached data). In order to bring the File System in a given target
state, the Workload Generator should perform I/O operations
or instantiate new I/O-bound processes until the target is
reached. Tuning a state-driven workload in such a scenario
can be a tricky task due to complex interactions between
the File System, other OS subsystems, user applications, and
I/O devices, and automated workload generation is useful to
relieve the tester of this task.
IV. T HE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
In this section, we will give a description of the framework
focusing on its key elements: (i) state modeling, (ii) actions,
(iii) reward function, (iv) search algorithm. The framework
is meant to be tailored to the specific SUT, by using an
appropriate definition of these elements. We discuss how these
aspects should be defined by the tester, and will provide an
example in the next section. These elements are orchestrated
by the loop shown in Algorithm 1, which takes as inputs
the target state sg . Furthermore, the tester can choose a
search algorithm to update the command sequence S, and
a tolerance value  that represents the stop condition of the
search algorithm.
Algorithm 1 WGM AIN L OOP(sg ,)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

while D(sg ) − D(sc ) ≥  and T ≤ M AX T IM E do
update the action sequence S
apply the last action in sequence S on the SUT
update the current state sc
end while

A. State
The problem of the state definition is of paramount importance in our framework, and it is strictly dependent on the
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SUT. The framework is aimed at complex and ”black-box”
systems, for which a detailed knowledge about its internals
is not available. Therefore, we consider as ”state” a vector of
variables that reflect the state of a subset resources or data
structures in the system that are relevant for the dependability
and performance of the SUT. Since several studies on field
failure data have shown that fault activation and propagation
is influenced by stress conditions [23], [24], the definition
of state may include the usage of internal resources such as
buffers, queues and communication channels, and performance
measures such as the throughput of the system [25]. Moreover,
the state can be defined based on the objectives of the
fault injection and from the requirements of the system. For
instance, in [9] fault injection is adopted in the context of a
fault-tolerant distributed system based on a warm-replication
mechanism to copy the state of a process to a backup replica:
in this scenario, the evaluation of fault tolerance takes into
account the number of requests in the queues of the process,
which affects the amount of data that has to be copied to
the backup replica and ultimately on the effectiveness of fault
tolerance, and it is included in the state.
B. Actions
In general terms, actions are changes in the workload generated by the WG. They may consist in individual messages
or commands sent to the SUT, or may represent parameters
of a synthetic workload (as in the case of FTAPE [11]). The
choice of the set of actions to adopt is dependent on the SUT,
since the workload exercises the system through its interface to
users and to other systems. Moreover, the definition of actions
is also affected by the state definition, since the actions should
be able to modify the state of the SUT. For instance, in the
case of a web server, actions may change of the rate and kind
of HTTP requests [26].
C. Feedback function
The WG selects actions to be performed on the basis of the
feedback from the SUT, by means of the feedback function D.
This function embeds the fact that a command that drives the
system in a state st close to sg gives a positive feedback; the
function assumes its maximum value in st = sg . The function
should compute a scalar value that could be analyzed by the
search algorithm, by accounting for the current value of state
variables and their target value. For instance, if the WG aims
to maximize the throughput of the system during the test, the
function could return the current throughput. If more than one
state variable is involved, the feedback function could compute
a weighted sum of the factors that have to be tuned by the WG.
D. Search Algorithms
The core of the WG is based on search algorithms. In fact,
the workload generation problem is an optimization problem
in a discrete space, since the action space is typically discrete.
It is known that this problem is NP-hard, therefore the search
algorithm should be based on some kind of heuristic. The
choice for the action to perform is based on the values returned
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by the D function. If the last actions provided an increase of
the D function (e.g., D(st ) − D(st−1 ) > 0 for the action performed at time t), then the algorithm should take into account
those actions to build the action sequence S; otherwise, the
search algorithm could consider to discard that action in the
sequence, and to try a new action. The tester can adopt wellknown algorithms in the fields of combinatorial optimization
and artificial intelligence, such as simulated annealing, genetic
algorithms, and A*.
V. E VALUATION
In this section we illustrate the proposed workload generation framework in the context of a case study and provide
a preliminary evaluation. We consider a scenario of a fault
injection campaign targeting a Linux-based system, in which
experiments have to be performed when the CPU and I/O
usage (which represents the state of the system) is equal to
a given value. CPU and I/O are exercised by a synthetic
workload consisting of CPU-bound and I/O-bound processes,
which stress the system through the OS interface. Several fault
injection studies were conducted in scenarios similar to ours
[27], [11], [12]. In order to control CPU and I/O usage, the WG
instantiates CPU-bound and I/O-bound processes, and tunes
the number and type of processes using a search algorithm (see
Section IV). We evaluate the ability of the proposed framework
to find the best mix of CPU-bound and I/O-processes for
reaching a desired level of CPU and I/O usage.

average number of processes in CPU queues (runqueues) and
in the I/O queue respectively. In order to control the system
state, the WG generates CPU bound and I/O-bound processes,
which are allocated to a CPU by a load-balancing algorithm
in the Linux kernel, and each CPU is managed using the CFS
algorithm. When a process performs an I/O operation, it is
moved in the I/O queue, which is managed using a First-InFirst-Out algorithm. The complex relationship between CPU
and I/O usage can be seen in Fig. 3, which shows the average
length of each queue as a function of the number of CPU
bound and I/O-bound processes: these functions are nonlinear, and where one of the functions increases, the other
one decreases.
Average number of ready
processes (CPU usage)
CPU 1
CPU 2

Processes
generated
by the WG

CPU 3
CPU 4

I/O
Average number of blocked
processes (I/O usage)

Fig. 2: Execution scenario.

A. System under test
The SUT consists of the Linux OS running in a quadcpu system. The state of this system (the average utilization
of CPU and I/O) can be controlled by spawning synthetic
processes that perform CPU- and I/O-intensive operations.
However, it is tricky to tune the relative amount of CPU and
I/O operations that brings the average CPU and I/O usage to a
desired level, since there is a mutual relationship between CPU
and I/O operations. In fact, I/O-bound processes often require
to use the CPU for short time periods, in order to prepare I/O
commands and to send or to retrieve data; therefore, CPUbound processes may delay I/O-bound processes and affect
I/O usage, and I/O-bound processes contribute to CPU usage.
CPU and I/O usage is mainly affected by the process scheduler
of the OS, which selects the order in which CPU- and I/Obound processes are executed.
In order to evaluate the proposed framework, we adopted
Linsched [28], a simulator of the Linux OS in multi-cpu
environments. It is important to note that Linsched is based
on the actual source code of the Linux kernel (v. 2.6.35),
and that it allows to simulate process execution with high
accuracy. In particular, Linsched includes the whole source
code of the Linux process scheduler, namely the Completely
Fair Scheduler (CFS) [29], and allows to evaluate the effect
of process scheduling on CPU and I/O usage. Fig. 2 shows
the scenario considered in our experiments, which consists
of 4 CPUs and an I/O device each associated with a process
queue. The system state is defined by two variables, that is, the
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B. Instantiating the WG framework
Following the proposed framework, we have defined the
state s as a vector of two components: (i) the average number
of the processes in the runqueues (ii) the average number of
processes in I/O queue. The function D is defined as:
D(st ) = −||st − sg ||
where ||.|| is the euclidean norm between the state vectors
st and sg . The processes that can be generated by the WG
are of three types, as shown in TABLE I. The first column
is the process type, that can be CPU-bound, I/O-bound or
Mixed; the second and the third column provide the average
time that a process of each type spends in the running state
(i.e., it is using the CPU) and in the blocked state (i.e., it is
waiting for the completion of an I/O operation), respectively.
The WG starts its execution using a process set filled with n1
CPU-bound processes, n2 I/O-bound processes, and n3 Mixed
processes (we assume n1 = n2 = n3 = 10 as initial value)
and we have set  to 0.4. The actions of the WG consist in
increasing or decreasing (by one, five, or ten) the number of
processes of each type (n1 , n2 , and/or n3 ). For every action a
in the action set A, we refer to the action opposite to a as a0 ,
which removes the effects of a. In the case that such actions
are not available or applicable for the target system, the WG
should at each iteration (i) reset the system state, and (ii) apply
the whole sequence S. Finally, we have chosen the Simulated
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Fig. 3: Average length of CPU and I/O queues in function of the number of CPU- and I/O-bound processes in the system.

Annealing [30] as search algorithm (Algorithm 2), which is
executed in the context of the WG main loop (Algorithm 1).
It randomly chooses an action, and evaluates D in the new
state sn . If the action produced an increase of D compared to
the previous state, then the action is appended to the action
sequence. If D decreases, then the action is not included in
the sequence and the system is reverted to its previous state
using the action a0 . However, the algorithm may still include
action a in the sequence and remain in the state sn (even if D
decreased) with probability e−∆E/T (decreasing with time).
Algorithm 2 S IMULATEDA NNEALING(sc )
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

a ← random select(A)
do a on SUT and get the next state sn
∆E ← R(sn ) ← D(sn ) − D(sc )
if ∆E < 0 and random(1 − e−∆E/T ) then
do a0 on SUT
end if

seconds, and the state of the system is collected by computing
the average number of ready and blocked processes. We
evaluate the number of iterations for reaching the goal state.
In every experiment, the WG reached the target state. The
distance from the target state approaches to zero in at most 250
iterations, as shown in Fig. 4. The worst case is represented
by the target state (100, 100), which is the state farther from
the initial state (i.e., the state obtained using the initial mix
of processes n1 , n2 , and n3 ). It could possible to improve the
speed of convergence using a different initial mix of processes.
For instance, a tester could consider a set of several random
process mixes, and the Workload Generator can choose as
initial mix the one that is closer in the state space to the
target state. It is important to note that this is a general
problem of search and optimization algorithms. Figure 5 shows
how the search algorithm moves towards the target state. The
oscillations are due to the random choices made by the search
algorithm, which in the long term brings the system in the
target state (the filled dot in the figure).
VI. C ONCLUSION

TABLE I: Process types instantiated by the WG.
Type

Mean CPU time

Mean I/O time

CPU-bound processes

200 ticks

20 ticks

I/O-bound processes

5 ticks

20 ticks

Mixed processes

20 ticks

20 ticks

C. Experimental results
In our experiments, we evaluated the framework using 9
different goal states, by selecting different realistic conditions
in which the SUT could be operating. The target values for the
average length of CPU queues were respectively low = 10,
medium = 50, and high = 100. In a similar way, the
target values for the average length of the I/O queue were
respectively low = 10, medium = 50, and high = 100. At
every iteration of Algorithm 1, the system is simulated for 10
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In this paper, we discussed a framework for automatically
generating a workload to reach a target state defined by the
tester. In this framework, a Workload Generator interacts with
the System Under Test in a closed loop, to iteratively search
for a sequence of actions that brings the System Under Test
in the target state. The framework has been evaluated in a real
complex system, namely the Linux 2.6 OS scheduler. From the
results, we found that the Workload Generator is able to reach
the target state in every experiment in a reasonable number
of iterations. Future work in this area can be focused on the
application of the approach to other systems, with the aim
of evaluating and improving its effectiveness and portability.
Another area worth of investigation is the adoption of the
framework in the context of dependability benchmarking.
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Abstract—Consumer satisfaction depends on the quality of
service. Services with high quality usually lead to high cost. Due
to the budget limitation, consumers tend to acquire services
with lowest cost. Feasible request allocation can improve
service quality or reduce service cost. Some request allocation
algorithms need the coordination with service consumers, but
the benefits from consumers’ coordination are arranged by
service providers, especially for on-demand consumers. Ondemand consumers have no idea to improve service quality
or reduce service cost through allocating their requests, even
though service providers can collect on-demand requests to
perform feasible request allocation for efficient service execution. To solve this issue, an allocation cloud is proposed
in this study. The allocation cloud assists consumers in allocating requests to optimize consumer satisfaction. Because
the allocation cloud contains various allocation algorithms and
collects a large amount of service requests, the allocation cloud
can coordinate service consumers to follow feasible request
allocation algorithms. Moreover, the allocation cloud can reveal
the relation between service consumers’ coordination and the
improvement of service execution. The revealed relation can
help service consumers decide beneficial strategies to improve
their satisfaction. To evaluate the effectiveness of our approach,
a study of video delivery service is conducted. The results
confirm that consumer satisfaction can be improved through
the proposed allocation cloud.
Keywords-Cloud Computing; Quality of Service; Request Allocation; Consumer Satisfaction.

I. I NTRODUCTION
High quality of service (QoS) leads to high consumer
satisfaction and also means high service cost. For example,
service respond time increasing usually needs to increase
network bandwidth, computation power, or cache size. The
addition of resources means the cost increasing. However,
service consumers always has budget limitation and need to
consider the trade-off between QoS improvement and service
cost increasing. Besides considering the trade-off between
QoS and service cost, consumers can try to reduce through
two approaches. One approach is making a favourable
service agreement with service providers and the other
approach is performing service sharing through appropriate
request allocation. However, On-Demand consumers ask
services when they need and usually send small numbers
of requests. Their characteristics make the cost reduction
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through request allocation or service agreement becomes
difficult. The reasons are listed as follows:
1) The amount of service requests from each On-Demand
consumer is small. It is hard for on-demand consumers
to gain benefits by performing request allocation with a
small amount of requests.
2) An on-demand consumer cannot guarantee the amount
of service requests. Therefore, service providers do
not make a favourable service agreement with an OnDemand consumer.
Therefore, it is difficult for On-Demand consumers alone
to improve consumer satisfaction through request allocation
and service agreements. However, via collecting the requests
from on-demand consumers, service providers can still perform suitable request allocation for efficient service execution. Through the suitable request allocation, on-demand
consumers can acquire efficient service execution. However,
on-demand consumers have no idea to coordinate with
other on-demand consumers to follow feasible requestion
allocation and gain additional benefits.
We propose an allocation cloud to coordinate on-demand
consumers for efficient request allocation. The allocation
cloud contains two important concepts. The first concept
is the collection of on-demand consumers’ requests. The
allocation cloud coordinates on-demand consumers to follow
request allocation according to these on-demand consumers’
requests. The requests contain the functional and nonfunctional requirements of requesting services. The nonfunctional requirements are presented as hard constraints
and soft constraints [1] in this study. Hard and soft constraints are criteria to evaluate request allocation in this
study. Furthermore, on-demand consumers’ coordination and
request allocation are based on the evaluation of hard and
soft constraints. The second concept is the request allocation algorithm set. A request allocation algorithm specifies
targeted request collection, performs request allocation for
the request collection, and presents the effects of applying the request allocation. Multiple allocation algorithms
are available in the allocation cloud for different request
collections. With these allocation algorithms, the allocation
cloud can coordinate consumers to follow feasible allocation
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algorithms for corresponding request collection. In addition,
the allocation cloud can further improve service execution
using how consumers’ coordination for more efficient resource usage or better QoS. Keeping the relation between
consumers’ coordination and service execution is important
for making service agreements with service providers. Ondemand consumers and the allocation cloud can be aware
that their coordination really contributes the service quality
improvement. Therefore, the allocation cloud makes service
agreements with service providers for improving QoS or
reducing prices.
This paper is organized as follows: Section II lists relevant studies which discuss the relation between consumer
satisfaction and cloud services. Section III introduces the
major concept of the allocation cloud. Section IV discusses
the effectiveness of the allocation cloud through an experiment. The experiment which simulates the video delivery
service with Coordinated Channel Allocation [2] (COCA)
is attached. Section V is the conclusion of this paper.

Figure 1.

Request allocation without the allocation cloud.

Figure 2.

Request allocation within the allocation cloud.

II. R ELATED W ORK
Due to increasing popularity of cloud computing [3][4],
more and more service providers utilize clouds as their
deployment platforms [5][6][7]. There are sufficient resources for service executing in cloud platforms, and how to
allocate service requests adequately and optimize profit [8]
or consumer satisfaction becomes important.
Several studies define and explore consumer satisfaction
of using cloud services. Tsakalozos et al. [9] explore the
consideration of Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) cloud administrator to maximize cloud-consumer satisfaction. They
map cloud-consumer satisfaction into financial profit, which
is defined as the difference between revenue and cost. Both
of revenue and cost are impacted by the cloud’s physical
resource usage. Besides that, there are two assumptions in
this study. The first assumption is that a cloud-consumer
has a budget constraint. The second one is that the cloud’s
physical resources are limited. They develop the approach
for cloud administrators to maximize per-consumer financial
profit through allocating physical resources.
Kantere et al. [10] propose an pricing method to optimize
the profit of cloud cache services. They expect that consumer dissatisfaction from high service charge leads to the
dropping of service demand. Besides that, the cloud risks
to permanently lose the dissatisfied consumers. Base on this
expectation, consumer satisfaction is the factor of optimizing
profit. The consumer satisfaction is an altruistic tend of the
optimization that is opposite to the egoistic tend of cloud
profit. They express altruistic tend as: 1) a guarantee for
a low limit on consumer satisfaction, or 2) an additional
maximization objective. According to the expression, they
optimize cloud cache service profit with consider consumer
satisfaction.
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Chen et al. [11] develop an utility model for measuring
consumer satisfaction in the cloud. Since they focus on
the service provisioning problem, the utility model defines
consumer satisfaction with two factors: service price and
response time. They assume that consumer satisfaction is
decreased with higher service price and longer response
time. The developed utility model can help service providers
build services in the IaaS cloud platform with maximal
profit.
III. A LLOCATION C LOUD
Consumers want to perform efficient request allocation to
share services and reduce cost. However, consumers are limited to perform efficient request allocation because they ask
for services independently and usually have a small amount
of requests. Figure 1 illustrates such situation. In Figure 1,
each consumer has one request to the same service. The
desired service provides two allocation algorithms. Both the
algorithm A and the algorithm B reserve request processing
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units to serve request. The algorithm B allows three the same
requests to share the service. However, consumers can only
perform request allocation with allocation algorithm A since
each consumer does not know they can cooperate to perform
allocation algorithm B. The allocation cloud is proposed
to solve this issue. Figure 2 illustrates the overview of the
allocation cloud. In Figure 2, the allocation cloud includes
several allocation algorithms and a request collector. The
allocation cloud collects consumers’ requests and reserves
them in the request collector. The allocation cloud can find
several requests that can be shared with the same service
because the allocation cloud can evaluate the global requesting situation. The allocation cloud subsequently performs
request allocation with allocation algorithm B. As a result
of service sharing, consumers can reduce cost and improve
satisfaction through the allocation cloud.
Besides the request allocation, there are two operations
in the allocation cloud which can improve consumer satisfaction. The first operation is the service agreement through
the allocation cloud. Because the allocation cloud reserves
requests, the allocation cloud can predict service requesting
situation and make service agreements according to the
prediction. While the actual service requesting fulfils the
prediction, the cost can be reduced and consumer satisfaction
can be improved. The second operation is the consumer
negotiation in the allocation cloud. The allocation cloud can
negotiate service requesting with consumers when actual
service requesting is not conformed to the expected situation.
If consumers accept to modify their requesting to fulfil the
expectation, consumer satisfaction can be improved.
In the following sections, the definition of consumer
satisfaction is described in Section III-A. Operations of the
allocation cloud, request allocation, service agreement, and
consumer negotiation, are explained in Section III-B, III-C
and III-D, respectively. Finally, Section III-E discusses the
restriction of building an allocation cloud.

QEr (qr )
(2)
P
The service price is represented as P . The low price and the
high quality of service lead the high request satisfaction.
Based on Sr , consumer satisfaction CS in the allocation
cloud is presented as follows.
P
Sr (qr )
(3)
CS = r∈R
|R|
Sr (qr ) =

The CS function is defined as the ratio of total request satisfaction values to the total request amount in the allocation
cloud. It should be noted that qr and P exhibited by a service
vary upon different service types. Also, the specifications
of CHr and CSr are related to service requests. Based on
CS function, the allocation cloud can improve consumer
satisfaction by performing optimization techniques. The
cloud operations on request allocation, service agreement,
and consumer negotiation can be executed to achieve the
optimization.
B. Request Allocation
The allocation cloud can perform alternative allocation
algorithms. Different allocation algorithms lead to a change
of service quality and service cost. The allocation cloud
needs to estimate the change of qr and P and attempts to
optimize consumer satisfaction defined in (3) from available
allocation algorithms. Besides, there are some rules that
should be fulfilled before allocating requests, as listed as
follows.
∀r ∈ R, CHr (qr ) ≤ CHr (qr0 )
(4)
X
X
QEr (qr ) ≤
QEr (qr0 )
(5)
r∈R

r∈R

qr0

A. Consumer Satisfaction
Consumer satisfaction in the allocation cloud is the sum of
all request satisfaction. Given all requests R = {r1 , . . . , rm }
in the cloud, every request satisfaction is impacted by two
factors. One factor is the evaluation on the quality qr that
the service exhibits and the other factor is the service price.
QEr is the function of quality evaluation for request r and is
specified by hard constraints, CHr , and soft constraints, CSr .
The quality evaluation QEr on qr is presented as follows.
QEr (qr ) = CHr (qr ) · CSr (qr ), where

CHr (qr ) ∈ {0, 1}
CSr (qr ) = [0.0, 1.0]

(1)

If qr does not conform to CHr , the value of CHr (qr ) is
0 that means that qr is not satisfied with hard constraints.
Therefore, qr must conform to CHr first and the influence of
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In (4) and (5),
is the service quality with alternative
allocation algorithms. Equation (4) ensures that qr0 cannot be
worse that qr . If qr conforms to CHr , qr0 must also conform
to CHr . The allocation cloud needs to make sure that all
involved consumers are not sacrificed in alternative
allocaP
tion algorithms. Equation (5) ensures that r∈R QEr (qr )
cannot be worse within alternative allocation algorithms. The
allocation cloud needs to promise that QoS of all requests
are not sacrificed in alternative allocation algorithms.
C. Service Agreement
Request allocation in the allocation cloud can lead request
fulfilment with lowest cost under the prerequisite of (4) and
(5). Besides, the allocation cloud has to prepare enough
services for requests with expected quality constraints. The
allocation cloud, instead of consumers, performs service
agreements with service providers to prepare enough services. Figure 3 illustrates the communication protocol for
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Figure 3.

A service agreement protocol.

making service agreements between the allocation cloud
and service providers. As shown in Figure 3, the allocation
cloud does not find suitable services through service brokers and does not actively contact with service providers.
Alternatively, service providers send query messages to the
allocation cloud to check the service requesting situation.
After confirming the service requesting situation, service
providers can propose suitable service agreements according
to this situation.
The communication protocol has four steps, as follows
1) predict Service Requesting(): The allocation cloud can
collect historical service requesting records. Therefore,
the allocation cloud predicts service requesting according
to historical service requesting records and all other
related information. The prediction is represented as
R = {r1 , . . . , rm } and ∀r ∈ R includes CHr and CSr
2) access Requesting Situation(Query Statement): Service
providers query service requesting situation in this step.
Service providers can specify query messages, such
as needed service amount or occupied time. Service
providers can concentrate on target service requesting
through specifying query messages. The allocation cloud
receives the query messages and returns service requesting situation according to the query messages.
3) propose Service Agreement(ID, Q, Request Constraints):
Service providers can decide whether to propose service
agreements or not according to the received service
requesting situation. If service providers judge that they
can propose profitable service agreements, they continue
to propose service agreements to the allocation cloud.
The proposed service agreements need to contain three
parameters, ID, Q, and Request Constraints. The
ID is the identification of this service agreement and is
used by the allocation cloud to recognize this service
agreement. The Q is QoS for this service agreement. The
allocation cloud uses this parameter to judge consumer
satisfaction of this service agreement. The Request
Constraints are the constraints which the allocated
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requests must be conformed to. Service providers use this
parameter to specify target service requesting.
4) decide optimal Service Agreements(): The purpose of
step 4 is to select a set of service agreements from all
received service agreements. This selected set of service
agreements can optimize consumer satisfaction in the
allocation cloud. The fitness function of the optimization
is the CS function defined in (3). The allocation cloud
simulates the request allocation with different allocation
algorithms and calculates the value of CS. The allocation
cloud returns selected service providers to achieve service
agreements when deciding the set of service agreements
which can optimize consumer satisfaction.
This communication protocol is proposed for the listed
reasons.
• The allocation cloud can trigger service providers to
propose service agreements actively because the allocation cloud keeps a large amount of service requests.
• Service providers can be aware of the service requesting
situation through the allocation cloud. Service providers
can propose the most profitable service agreements
specialized for target service requesting.
• The allocation cloud does not need to specify service
specification and find suitable services. The allocation
cloud can concentrate on comparing proposed service
agreements and on deciding the set of service agreements which lead to consumer satisfaction optimization.
• Because service providers only propose their service
agreements for target service requesting, the amount of
proposed service agreements is less than the amount of
all service agreements which service providers can provide. This situation reduces the complexity of achieving
service agreements
D. Consumer Negotiation
The allocation cloud makes service agreements based
on the expected service requesting situation. Consumer
satisfaction optimization is achieved in accordance with the
expected situation. However, actual service requesting situation is different with the expected situation and consumer
satisfaction is not as good as the expectation. Consumer satisfaction can be improved when the actual service requests
are adjusted to fulfil the expected situation. For this purpose,
the allocation cloud negotiates quality constraint refinement
of service requests with consumers. The allocation cloud
negotiates with consumers who send requests fulfilled the
conditions, as listed as follows.
• The service request r ∈ R proposed by a consumer is
similar to the expected service request for a specific
service.
• Request satisfaction Sr will be improved if the allocation cloud modifies quality constraints of this request
r.
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Consumer satisfaction CS in the allocation cloud will
also be improved if the allocation cloud modifies quality constraints of this request r.
The purpose of the allocation cloud is to serve consumers
and improve consumer satisfaction. Therefore, the allocation
cloud must allow consumers to be aware of the modification
of quality constraints and request satisfaction.
•

E. Restrictions
The major restriction of building an allocation cloud
are privacy and scalability concerns. The administrator of
the allocation cloud must be trusted by target consumers
because the allocation cloud collects service requests from
consumers. Besides that, the allocation cloud must collect
enough requests in order to trigger service providers to
propose their service agreements for the allocation cloud.
IV. E XPERIMENT
An experiment is conducted to evaluate the effectiveness
of the allocation cloud. In this experiment, streaming video
delivery service is selected as the targeted application. Due
to the high resource need and heavy workload, selectively
feasible allocation algorithm is important to guarantee system capability with efficient resource utilization. Some allocation algorithms need to coordinate with service consumers,
such as coordinated channel allocation [2] (explained in the
next section). However, the benefits of request allocation algorithms only reflects on the service providers, even though
the request allocation algorithms need consumers’ coordination. We regard these allocation algorithms as services in
the allocation cloud for service consumers and evaluate the
improvement of consumer satisfaction using the allocation
cloud. There are two assumptions for resolving the concerns
for the restrictions mentioned in Section III-E. The first
assumption is that consumers of the video delivery service
have minor privacy concerns and allow the allocation cloud
to allocate their video requests. The second assumption is
that the allocation cloud can collect large amount of requests.
We make the second assumption because streaming video
is popular and most consumers request video on-demand.
In the following contents, coordinated channel allocation is
introduced. The benefits of the allocation cloud is explained
while applying COCA to the allocation cloud.
A. Coordinated Channel Allocation for Video Delivery Services
COCA is based on batching techniques [12][13][14].
Therefore, these requests are grouped together in a small
interval. A scheduler with COCA negotiates with consumers
for reserving the requests with larger resource needs and
sets a deadline of starting service for each reserved group.
Based on the reserved groups, the scheduler with COCA
has two queues, reservation queue and regular queue. The
reservation queue keeps all reserving groups and performs
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sort on groups according to group deadline. The regular
queue keeps all awaiting groups and performs sort on all
groups according to group arrival time and resource needs.
When there exists free channels and the deadline of the
group in the reservation queue is reached, the scheduler
with COCA allocate the group in the reservation queue to a
free channel. When there exists free channels but no group
deadline is reached, the Scheduler with COCA allocate the
group in the regular queue to a free channel. This algorithm
avoids that the groups with large resource needs occupy
channels for a long time and hinders other groups from using
the service.
According to COCA, delivery service providers perform
efficient request allocation based on the arrival requests
and the coordination with consumers. In other words, if
consumers can coordinate with each other before requesting
services, consumers can negotiate with service providers
for additional benefits. However, there are two reasons
make on-demand consumers unable to coordinate with each
other. First, on-demand consumers do not know other arrival
requests. Since consumers have no idea of other arrival
requests, they cannot coordinate with each other. Second,
on-demand consumers have no idea about efficient request
allocations for the video delivery service. Moreover, video
on-demand consumers are usually end users and do not
have background knowledge of efficient request allocations.
Even if they know other arrival requests, they still cannot
coordinate with each other because they have no background
knowledge to perform request allocation. Therefore, this
case is suitable to apply the allocation cloud. The allocation cloud for video delivery services contains efficient
request allocation algorithms and regard these algorithms
as services. The allocation cloud collects the information
of video requests and available video delivery services.
Through actively detecting the video requests and the available video delivery services, the allocation cloud can decide
feasible allocation services, such as COCA, and negotiate
with consumers for request allocation. Since the allocation
cloud can be aware of how consumer coordination impacts
the profit of service providers, it can negotiate with service
providers for consumers’ addition benefits, such as video
discount.
B. The Relation between Consumer Coordination and Service Providers’ Profit
Experiment Setting: It is assumed that a video delivery
service owns 500 videos and the average delivery time
of a video is 30 minutes. The allocation cloud predicts
the service requesting situation in the next one hour. The
request arrival rate is from 5 to 30 requests per minute and
is based on a Poisson distribution. The maximum waiting
period of each request is between 2.5 minutes and 7.5
minutes and is based on an exponential distribution. It is
assumed that there are four available allocation services,
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Table I
C OMPARISON THE DIFFERENCE OF RENEGE RATE FOR STRATEGIES WITHOUT COCA AND WITH COCA IN THE SIMULATION RESULT. R ENEGE RATE
IS THE NUMBER OF RENEGED REQUESTS DIVIDED BY THE TOTAL NUMBER OF REQUESTS MADE IN THE EXPERIMENT.
Channels
100
120
140
160
180

Without COCA
60%
55%
52%
46%
41%

On-Demand
With COCA
34%
34%
30%
29%
26%

Difference
26%
21%
22%
17%
15%

Without COCA
56%
51%
46%
42%
37%

PRC
With COCA
29%
27%
26%
24%
23%

Difference
27%
24%
20%
18%
14%

Table II
C OMPARISON THE IMPROVEMENT OF SATISFIED REQUESTS FOR STRATEGIES WITHOUT COCA AND WITH COCA IN THE SIMULATION RESULT.
S ATISFIED REQUESTS IS THE NUMBER OF FULFILLED REQUESTS IN THE EXPERIMENT.
Channels
100
120
140
160
180

Without COCA
765
844
915
1013
1094

On-Demand
With COCA
1227
1231
1301
1330
1375

Improvement (%)
60.39%
45.85%
42.50%
31.29%
25.69%

On-Demand strategy [14], Pure-Rate-Control (PRC) strategy [15], On-Demand + COCA [2], and PRC + COCA [2].
The allocation cloud simulates the request allocation and
the result is shown in Table I and Table II. Table I lists
the renege rate in different channel numbers. The renege
rate is the ratio of requests finally cancelled by service
consumers due to over request deadline. Table II shows the
number of satisfied requests in different channel numbers.
According to the renege rate and satisfied requests in Table
I and II, both on-demand allocation and PRC allocation can
improve the number of satisfied requests by applying COCA.
The more requests served, the higher profit gained by the
service provider. Moreover, the profit is from consumers’
coordination. Table I also displays the reduction of renege
rate due to consumers’ coordination. When video delivery
service provides 100 channels, COCA reduces renege rate
by 26% on the on-demand strategy and 27% on the PRC
strategy. The reduction on the on-demand strategy and the
PRC strategy is similar in different number of channels.
Table I also shows that the reduction is more notable when
the number of available channels is smaller. Table II displays
the improvement of satisfied requests due to consumers’
coordination. The result shows that satisfied requests can
be improved approximately 60% when the video delivery
service provides 100 channels. When the video delivery
service provides 180 channels, the improvement is still over
20%.
Applying COCA to the Allocation Cloud: In brief, the
result shows that video delivery services can have better
satisfied requests but video requests with larger resource
needs have to be reserved until the deadline. This indicates
that some requests have to sacrifice their average waiting
time to improve the total satisfied requests. Without the
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Without COCA
824
907
1004
1330
1375

PRC
With COCA
1326
1354
1390
1423
1442

Improvement (%)
27%
24%
20%
18%
14%

allocation cloud, service consumers cannot coordinate with
each other and are not aware of their contributions on
improving the profit of the video delivery service. With the
allocation cloud, these service consumers who sacrifice their
average waiting time can be aware of their contributions.
The allocation cloud can also make favourable service
agreements with video delivery service providers. Therefore,
service consumers can reduce service price if they can afford
to sacrifice their waiting time.
V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
We propose the allocation cloud to deal with the request allocation for consumers. Consumer satisfaction can
be improved through the allocation cloud because it optimizes service utilization and guarantees QoS. We introduce
the operations of the allocation cloud and demonstrate
its effectiveness through an experiment. According to the
experiment results, we conclude that the allocation cloud
collects service requests and reveals the relation between
consumers’ coordination and service execution. Therefore,
service consumers can be aware of how to improve their
satisfaction through feasible coordination. In the future, the
consideration of consumer satisfaction optimization must
be further explored. For this purpose, we need to decide
a specific service and a set of consumers which make
requests for the specific service. According to the specific
service and corresponding consumers, allocation algorithms
are selected in the allocation cloud. We plan to explore the
consumer satisfaction optimization based on these allocation
algorithms.
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Abstract—The requirement to handle large SSL connection for
secure login access to applications residing in the virtual machine
hosted in the cloud provider system has given rise to the need to
restructure applications in the cloud utilizing the hardware load
balancer or Secure Socket Layer (SSL) Accelerator. In this
paper, we share our experience in designing and implementing a
system in enabling SSL and non-SSL content redirection for
cloud-based application. We describe the configuration and
optimization rules for handling SSL transactions in the SSL
Accelerator. In addition, we covered requirement by applications
for sharing the HTTP session to enable seamless application
access without prompting of re-login. Hence, a Single Sign-On
capability in applications can be achieved.
Keywords-SSL; security in cloud; SSO; load balancer; SSL
Accelerator.

I.

INTRODUCTION

With increasing demands for applications to be deployed in
cloud system, there is urgent need to ensure that similar
security features offered in non-cloud environment be available
in the cloud system as well. SSL [1][2] has been the common
protocol used to provide secure communications to the web
server be it in physical servers or in the virtual environment.
Nevertheless, SSL also requires high CPU computation during
the SSL handshake [3][6] which will impact the performance
of the system hosting it. Hence, a combination of SSL and web
server will consume the server resources significantly [15]. In
order to distribute the SSL processing, there are two
approaches. The first approach is through utilizing a load
balancer and distributes the SSL process to multiple web server
with SSL enabled. The load balancing of SSL can utilize
several different schemes such as round robin, SSL with
session, and SSL with backend forwarding [16][17]. Another
approach is through utilizing the SSL Accelerator [5] as SSL
reverse proxies where the SSL handshake process is offloaded
[9] to the SSL Accelerator. Nevertheless, the above two
approaches enforce a HTTPS connection to the client browser
including accessing to the web contents.
In our implementation approach, we have designed and
developed a system for enabling applications deployed in the
cloud system, where only user authentication or login will
require a secure channel. A session ticket will be created in the
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authentication system which will redirect the user to the
personalized content of the applications. Each application
hosted in the non-SSL channel will only be allowed access
with a valid session ticket created earlier in the user
authentication system. A Single Sign-On (SSO) [4] amongst
applications can be realized utilizing the session ticket and
hence provide a single user authentication experience.
We detailed in Section II the motivation for implementing
the HTTPS and HTTP content redirection. Section III gives an
overview of the system design and the operational scenario.
Section IV presents the steps for the configuration and
optimization rules for handling the SSL transactions in the SSL
Accelerator. The implemented system is then tested and the
result of the performance is shown in Section V. Section VI
presents the conclusion of this paper.
II.

APPLICATION OF HTTPS AND HTTP CONTENT
REDIRECTION

The system can be applied to applications hosted in the
cloud where the performance and SSO of accessing the
contents are of great importance. Applications such as
personalized knowledge management system, media streaming,
news journal content subscription and others can utilize this
system to deliver contents with lower latency [15] as the
contents are not accessed in the SSL protocol. In addition, the
contents are protected with user authentication access rights.
In this paper, we have shown the benefits of this
implementation approach in improving the performance of user
access. Our implementation approach of securing the user
authentication part with HTTPS whilst leaving the web content
in HTTP in the cloud system is that it will enable better
performance as shown in Figure 5 as compared to
implementing HTTPS connection to all web contents including
the user authentication as shown in Figure 4.
Major websites such as Yahoo! Mail and Facebook also
have implemented this approach where only the user
authentication are protected. Nevertheless the detail of such
implementation approach was not published. To support high
performance SSL for all contents, it involves cost and
resources [15].
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III.

4) The SSL Accelerator checks whether the request
for static contents is cached. If the content is
cached, it will be serviced by the SSL
Accelerator. The details of the cached
configuration are given in Section IV.

SYSTEM DESIGN

A. System Overview

5) The SSL Accelerator will assess further
optimization rules configuration such as disabling
HTTP TRACE and disabling accepting weak SSL
cipher connection from client. The details of the
optimization rules configuration are given in
Section IV.
6) Upon completion of the checking by the SSL
Accelerator, the HTTPS request will be forwarded
as HTTP request to the pool of back-end VM
applications. The back-end forwarding methods
will utilize the round robin load balancing
amongst the pool of VM Servers configured.
7) VM applications checks whether there is an
authenticated session.
a)

Figure 1. Overview of system design

Figure 1 shows the overview of the system design. In this
design, we have the physical SSL Accelerator appliance [7][8]
with integrated features such as load balancer, SSL hardware
offloading and cache system acting as the SSL reverse proxy.
The SSL Accelerator manages the HTTPS communications
from clients and communicates in HTTP protocol to web
servers hosted in the virtual machines.
In our design, the SSL Accelerator uses a combination of
round robin load balancing and session persistent of client IP
address to distribute the authentication and application Virtual
Machine (VM) Servers load. The SSL Accelerator determines
if the client IP address is previously connected; if it is, it
returns the client to the same VM Server.
In our design, the architecture also takes into consideration
the distribution of HTTPS amongst the SSL Accelerator. The
SSL Accelerator [7][8] has the capability to scale with HTTPS
load via workload distribution.
B. Operational Scenario
The system, illustrated in Figure 1, works as follows:

establishes

an

SSL

3) The SSL Accelerator checks the client’s IP
address is previously connected and has the
session information. If the client’s IP is
previously
connected,
SSL
Accelerator
establishes a HTTP connection to the same VM
server.
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IMPLEMENTATION APPROACH

The SSL Accelerator we use to implement this system is
BIG-IP LTM F5 which is a combination of load balancer,
SSL hardware offloading system and cache system. In addition,
the LTM F5 has in-built IDS (Intrusion Detection System) [13]
to prevent network attack such as DDoS (Distributed Denialof-Service) and IP Spoofing. The SSL Accelerator can be
appliance-based, SSL Accelerator PCI card [10] based or a
combinations of SSL reverse proxy applications such as
POUND [11].
The authentication and application Virtual Machine (VM)
Servers are deployed in MIMOS cloud. Each of the VM is
allocated with 6 Virtual CPU, 16 GB of Virtual Memory, and
20 GB of Hard Disk. The VM guest OS is based on Centos 5.4
64 bit, deployed in the KVM platform [14].
As discussed earlier in Section III, in order to further
improve on security and performance, the following
optimization rules can be deployed in the SSL Accelerator:
1) Disable HTTP TRACE rule

1) HTTPS requests from client to the personalized
content are intercepted by the SSL Accelerator.
2) The SSL Accelerator
connection to the client.

IV.

If authenticated session does not exist,
then it redirects to the Authentication
Server for user authentication; otherwise,
it permits the client access to the
application without having to re-login.

a)

The HTTP TRACE request includes all
HTTP headers and cookies credentials
available to the web browsers. This will
enable cross-site security vulnerability. In
F5, the HTTP TRACE can be disabled as
shown in Figure 2.
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V.

PERFORMANCE

In the evaluation of the performance of the system, we have
deployed six web servers running applications using the Zend
Framework. For the Authentication service, we also have
deployed six Apache web servers serving user authentication.
We prepared the system and measured the user response time
for 3000 concurrent user connections with and without both the
SSL Accelerator and content switching. We use JMeter as the
test benchmark tool. Figures 4 and 5, shows the respective
results:

Figure 2. Disabling of HTTP TRACE

2) Disable Connection for Weak SSL Cipher
a)

In the system, we also disable weak SSL
cipher in the F5 for older browser as it
may have SSL vulnerabilities [12]. The
rule shown below will disable weak SSL
Cipher connection:
• ALL:!ADH:!LOW:!EXP:!SSLv
2:!NULL:HIGH:MEDIUM:RS
A:RC4:

Figure 4. Concurrent user connections to the system with SSL terminating
in each of the respective Apache web server.

3) Cache Optimization
a)

The cache optimization enables static
contents caching at the SSL Accelerator
which will improve the performance of
the VM applications. Figure 3 illustrates
the F5 configuration:

Figure 5. Concurrent user connections to the system with user
authentication service using the six Apache web servers and SSL Accelerator

Figure 3. Enabling static content cache
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From Figures 4 and 5, the system we implemented shows a
significant improvement of user response time. Nevertheless,
in Figure 5, we noticed that the performance shows a relatively
stable response time for the user connections, but degraded
significantly when the concurrent user connection reaches
3000. One plausible explanation for this is that a large number
of TCP connection requests are queued in the Linux network
kernel buffer. This large queue will slows the network packet
processing as the kernel needs to maintain the TCP connection
states. In addition to the TCP connection queue size, each of
the six Apache servers we used for this system implementation
has a configuration of 500 maximum concurrent user
connections. We did not pursue further research into
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modification and testing of the system implemented due to
time and resource constraint.
VI.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have successfully designed and
implemented a content redirection utilizing SSL Accelerator as
the SSL reverse proxy for virtual applications deployed in the
cloud provider system. This approach enables the applications
to offload the SSL process to the SSL Accelerator. In this
system, the approach we have taken is to protect only the user
authentication in HTTPS connection, while the personalized
content is redirected to HTTP connection for successful
authenticated user. In terms of performance, we have managed
up to 3,000 concurrent SSL connections in less than 5 seconds.
As part of future work, we intend to develop an SSL appliance
to cater for SSL offloading; it will also be able to integrate to
the cloud provider system directly for SSL subscription
purposes. For user authentication protocol, federated SSO
protocol such as SAML 2.0 [18] and OpenID [19] are currently
being evaluated.
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